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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Every time I sit in the Birks lounge, I am surrounded by diversity. I have 
heard hushed voices next to me dropping names like Schleiermacher and 
Kierkegaard, and across the back of  my couch I have seen someone writ-

ing about gift-giving practices in South India.  There have been people next to 
me pondering the changes in Buddhist iconography in its migration from China 
to Japan, photocopies in a dozen languages left on the printer, fervent debates 
about the status of  women or LGBTQ+ people or animals in various traditions, 
various geographies, various eras.

 The study of  religion, I tell everyone who wonders if  I am studying to 
become a priest, is a little diffi cult to quantify. Where else does every class begin 
by deciding what defi nition of  our subject we are going to use? Where else are 
methodologies so various, so contested? Where else can all this diversity co-exist 
with such incredible confl ict?

 This edition of  Canons, the fi rst to intentionally step outside the bounds 
of  the Faculty, celebrates all of  these things: the confusion, the confl ict, the dif-
ferences sitting unhappily together. It celebrates the need to have explanatory 
footnotes because no two people involved in its production study the same thing 
in the same way, the need to remind ourselves that unless our work is accessible 
we must resign ourselves to very small corners in the very large building that is 
this discipline. We have called it “Disciplinary Diversity,” but we might very well 
have called it “Disciplined” instead. 

 As academics, our investigations into the variety of  human experience 
and thought that is expressed in religion have the potential for powerful impact. 
We choose whose voices are heard, we choose how to present them, and, by our 
dedication to either accessibility or subject-specifi city, we choose who and how 
wide our audience will be. What sets Religious Studies apart is that those choices 
come from an ever-widening pool of  possibilities, as the discipline itself  con-
fronts what it means to be inter-disciplinary and questions its role in not simply 
studying humanity, but in shaping its future.

 Josiah Henderson’s “An Introduction to a New Graphic Interpretation 
of  Mark 13” is an example of  such innovative interdisciplinarity. He bridges art 
history and textual history in his analysis of  the apocalypticism of  the historical 
Jesus, and then presents that analysis as both text and art. In “The Infl uence of  
Caste on Village Religion in India,” Kripa Abraham Koshy investigates some of  
the performative aspects of  the worship of  village goddesses in Tamilnadu. Bri-
anna Brown explores policy as it fringes on law in “Human Rights Consensus in 
religious Diversity,” asking what fruitful discussion there can be at the meeting-
place of  religion and a purportedly secular human rights discourse. Madeline 
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Warner’s “A Big Fat Greco-Egyptian Wedding,” uses a long-standing historical 
approach to recall religious interactions and hybridizations in the ancient Medi-
terranean. Niyousha Bastani asks if  poetic depictions of  madness in Sufi  texts 
can have a bearing on modern discourses on mental health in “A Desirable Mad-
ness,” positing, as do all these papers in a way, the relevance of  tradition for 
modernity. 

 In “Augustin’e Exploration of  Faith through Fides,” Lorna D’Sa focuses 
through philology on the problem of  translation, uncovering a discordance in 
traditional readings of  Augustine’s discourse on faith. Dalia Ramirez-Côté ques-
tions dominant readings as well, but in “Do All Roads Lead to Awakening?” she 
considers the historical relationship between two strands of  esoteric Tibetan 
Buddhism. Rachael Ripley’s “Evolutions in the Historiography of  the Darwin 
Debate” is a pertinent reminder that so much of  what we do involves critical 
engagement with authoritative narratives as she considers the historicity of  an 
episode in the confl ict between science and religion. In “Persuasive Rhetoric and 
the Postulation of  a Universal Morality in the Maharaj Libel Case,” Myra Sivalo-
ganathan uses a legal case study of  a libel case in colonial-era India to probe the 
relationship between religious fi gures and secular governments. Finally, Joshua 
Falek applies Foucauldian and Durkheimian theory to the Jewish covenant of  
circumcision, exploring in “Monumental Erections” what the implications of  
such theories may be for our understanding of  lived practice.

 Our editorial board has worked tirelessly to bring these papers to publi-
cation, and I have felt incredibly privileged to work with them and to learn from 
them. It is due to their dedication, as well as to the brilliance of  our authors, that 
Canons this year is disciplined in its use of  diversity, and diverse in its approach 
to discipline. Our ten papers, chosen from almost fi fty submissions from across 
the university and from universities across the continent, refl ect the face of  our 
discipline: mutable, multifaceted, and, if  you look at it in the right light, magnifi -
cent.

Jessica Stilwell
Editor-in-Chief  2014-2015
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AN INTRODUCTION TO A NEW GRAPHIC INTER-
PRETATION OF MARK 13

Josiah Henderson

The purpose of  this essay is to introduce and accompany a graphic inter-
pretation of  Mark 13 in the form of  a sequential art piece. The project is 
presented against the background of  two contemporary graphic interpre-

tations of  the Gospel of  Mark entire, namely Chester Brown’s interpretation of  
that Gospel in serial comic book format and Steve Ross’ graphic novel Marked. 
The goals and methods of  the present project are responses to the weaknesses 
of  the treatments of  Mark 13 in these works. Brown’s and Ross’ works have been 
chosen as representative attempts, and in fact, as far as this author is aware, the 
only published attempts at interpreting Mark’s Gospel in particular. Excluded 
from our consideration are many noteworthy and interesting contemporary se-
quential artworks, which either follow the text of  a different Gospel or attempt 
a harmony of  the four Gospels1,  as well as works which interpret many small 
parts of  diverse Biblical texts2.  

Chapter 13 of  Mark’s Gospel consists of  a short chreia on a prophetic say-
ing against the temple (vv. 1-2) and a scholastic dialogue in which Jesus responds 
to a question his disciples’ put before him (vv. 3-37). The largest section of  this 
dialogue and of  the chapter is a unifi ed apocalyptic speech given by Jesus (vv. 
5-37). This speech is by far the longest and, according to Adela Yarbro Collins, 
the “most coherent” speech attributed to Jesus in Mark (Yarbro Collins 594), 
which suggests the central importance of  apocalypticism as a characteristic of  
Jesus for the author of  Mark’s Gospel. Briefl y, apocalypticism can be understood 
as “the belief  that God has revealed the imminent end of  the ongoing struggle 
between good and evil in history” (Allison ). To what degree apocalypticism was 
a characteristic of  the historical person of  Jesus is a question with a long and 
somewhat controversial history. There has been a recent shift in historical Jesus 
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research away from the Criterion of  Double Dissimilarity (according to which 
elements of  religion common to both Judaism and Christianity, including apoca-
lypticism, were considered unlikely to be attributable to the historical Jesus) . 
This shift has been towards criteria which acknowledge the many elements of  
continuity between Jesus and his early Jewish context and between Jesus and 
his early Christian devotees. From the latter position it seems that the strong 
apocalyptic character of  both early Judaism and early Christianity suggests the 
likelihood of  a strongly apocalyptic Jesus of  history.3  

Chester Brown is a Montreal-born cartoonist who writes and draws on a 
variety of  subjects. His graphic interpretation of  the Gospel of  Mark appears 
in small instalments across a number of  serialised comic books published from 
1987 to 1989. Brown had originally intended to interpret each of  the four ca-
nonical Gospels, but the project has been on hiatus since 1997, at which point 
he had only gotten mid-way through Matthew. Brown was raised in conservative 
Baptist and United churches, but at the time of  his interpretation of  Mark he 
identifi ed as “a Gnostic” and as “Gnostic-infl uenced.” He undertook the project 
partly as a way of  exploring his own thoughts and feelings about the Gospels 
and the person of  Jesus. This was at a time when he was rediscovering the texts 
of  the Gospels for the fi rst time as a questioning adult (Grammel “The Chester 
Brown Interview”).

These personal goals are manifest, at least in the Markan comics,in their’ 
close dependence on the Gospel text. In his review of  Brown’s Gospel interpre-
tations, Ng Suat Tong aptly calls Brown’s treatment of  Mark an “unadventurous 
transcription” and an “exercise in illustration”. Throughout, Brown’s own close 
paraphrase of  Mark, based on the NIV and the KJV, accompanies the illustra-
tion in the form of  a kind of  running narration through text-boxes at the top of  
each panel. Dialogue is never original; it is always pulled from the text. Notably, 
Brown includes in a passage from the Secret Gospel of  Mark, a putative apocry-
phal gospel. A fragment of  this text was discovered by Morton Smith, whose 
historical Jesus scholarship Brown cites as an especial infl uence. However, this 
innovation is the exception to the general rule of  fi delity to the text. In his notes, 
Brown indicates a conscious effort to avoid fi lling-in the imagery provided by 
the text with details from other Gospels or with elements of  his own imagining. 
One interesting example of  this is his depiction of  Jesus’ “loud cry” prior to his 
death (Mark 15:37a). The content of  the loud cry being unspecifi ed in Mark, it 
appears in Brown’s rendering as a speech bubble obscured by the text-box nar-
rating the scene (Fig. 1). Later, Brown shows Joseph of  Arimathea single-hand-
edly rolling the stone over Jesus’ burial-place, which does justice to the absence 
of  any helpers in Mark 15:46, but seems dissonant with the description of  the 
stone as “very large” in Mark 16:4. (Fig. 2) Alhough Tong is critical of  Brown’s 
decision on this point, calling Brown’s “literal approach […] counter-intuitive” 
(Tong 2010), we can appreciate Brown’s programmatic consistency in attempt-
ing to depict precisely what the text suggests at any given moment, rather than 
smoothing over apparent inconsistencies. 
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Fig. 1: Brown’s rendering of  Mark 15:37a. Yummy Fur #14. 

Fig. 2: Brown’s rendering of  Mark 15:46. Yummy Fur #14. 

Brown’s interpretation of  Mark 13 covers eleven panels across two pages 
in Yummy Fur #13. It exhibits the minimalism characteristic of  the work as a 
whole, which is in service to the careful attempt at fi delity to the text. The fi rst 
two panels show Jesus and his disciples leaving the temple, and incorporate the 
text of  vv. 1-2. The next nine panels cover Jesus’ discourse in response to the 
question of  Peter, James, John and Andrew, vv. 3-37. (Fig. 3-4) The composi-
tion of  the scene quite cleverly seizes on the location cue in v. 3: “on the Mount 
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of  Olives, across from the Temple.” The shot slowly pans from Jesus and his 
disciples seated on the mountain, through a smoky or cloudy sky, to Jerusalem 
and the Temple, and back to Jesus and his disciples. Brown entirely declines to 
illustrate the content of  Jesus’ discourse, illustrating instead the scene of  Jesus’ 
delivering it, thus capturing something of  the Markan narrative frame by explori-
ing the text’s locational opposition of  Jesus and the Temple. 

Fig. 3: The fi rst page of  Brown’s two-page rendering of  Mark 13. Yummy Fur #13. 
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Fig. 4: The second page of  Brown’s two-page rendering of  Mark 13. Yummy Fur #13. 
While Brown’s Markan comics are an attempt to rediscover the content 

and the limits of  the Gospel by close rendering, Steve Ross’ 2005 graphic novel 
Marked is a much more free adaptation, expressive of  the author’s own outlook. 
In an interview with Dan W. Clanton Jr., Ross identifi es several ways in which his 
“particular fl avor” of  Episcopalianism was infl uential in his work. Ross indicates 
that “Jesus’ mandate of  Love over Law [...] became one of  the main themes in 
my book; i.e., the tendency for religions of  any kind to ossify over time into a 
punitive, heartless codex, and the timeless struggle to break through that rigidity 
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with love and compassion.” Referring to the tension between faith and doubt 
that arises in his own as well as his community’s reading of  Scripture, he goes on 
to say: “My intention wasn’t to illustrate the gospel per se. It was to give form to 
the tension that the Gospel generates in a thinking Christian” (Clanton 2006). 
These goals are refl ected in Ross’’ free adaptation of  the Markan story of  Jesus. 
Marked is not set in ancient Galilee and Judaea, but instead in a fi ctional modern 
society. 

This transformation allows Ross’ Jesus to engage directly with a society 
that is in some ways much like our own. The Temple, for example, appears as 
a kind of  mega-church. Sometimes the elements introduced by Ross play on 
actual Markan themes in interesting ways; for example the well-known Markan 
theme of  the Messianic secret, referring to Jesus’ unwillingness to disclose his 
identity, is made prominent by the presence of  mass media pundits probing into 
Jesus’ identity. Other times, Ross introduces themes that are quite foreign to 
Mark’s Gospel. Ross’ Jesus has a deep inner struggle around questions of  his 
own identity and authenticity, which the reader accesses through Jesus’ many 
thought-bubble soliloquies. This kind of  interest in or portrayal of  Jesus’ inner 
life does not appear anywhere in Mark. The theme of  “Love over Law,” which 
Ross identifi es as central to Marked, has a limited basis in the Markan themes of  
Jesus’ frequent disputes with the Pharisees and decisive confl ict with the Temple 
authorities. These are interpreted through a particular, and arguably question-
able, confessional lens. Ross makes no distinction between Jesus’ religious op-
ponents, who are represented by the keywords “Law” and “Purity” and by the 
Temple/.mega-church establishment. 

The narrative structure of  Marked is informed by but not beholden to that 
of  the Gospel itself. The content of  Marked that corresponds roughly to Mark 13 
is a single panel in a larger sequence interpreting Jesus’ disruption of  commercial 
activity in the Temple (Mark 11:20-25). Jesus is seen climbing over a pile of  the 
pieces of  the tables and chairs he has just broken. Peter says to Jesus: “Whew! 
That sure was something. At least you left the building standing.” Jesus responds 
laconically: “Just wait” (Fig. 5).

 

Fig. 5: A panel from Ross 2005. 
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Both Brown and Ross, then, emphasise the Temple-oppositional element 
of  Mark 13, but they fail to locate this opposition within the apocalyptic frame 
of  the Markan Jesus’ discourse. Brown’s treatment focuses on the Temple and 
Jerusalem as features of  Jesus’ discourse, but fails to place those features in that 
discourse’s particularly apocalyptic context. To the extent that the text is repro-
duced alongside the illustrations, the option to understand Jesus as an apoca-
lypticist remains open to the reader, but the graphics do nothing to suggest this 
understanding As such, they fail to represent the emphases of  the Markan text. 
Ross’ treatment more radically obscures Jesus’ apocalypticism by reducing the 
apocalyptic discourse to a single anti-Temple statement and by further interpret-
ing Jesus’ opposition to the Temple in terms of  his “Love over Law” frame-
work. Ross’ Jesus does not understand his speech and activity with respect to the 
Temple in terms of  the imminent eschatological establishment of  the kingdom 
of  God, but in terms of  his own liberal rejection of  rigid religion. 

Like Brown’s work, the present project aims to follow the text of  the Gos-
pel of  Mark and to avoid importing imagery from other texts. Unlike Brown’s 
treatment of  Mark 13, it seeks to illustrate the contents of  Jesus’ discourse. 
Additionally, unlike Ross’ Marked, which relies on a thematic framework aris-
ing from a particular modern Christian perspective, the present project aims 
to interpret in terms of  the apocalypticism native both to the Gospel of  Mark 
and to Jesus historically. This is primarily achieved through attention to the rich 
apocalyptic imagery of  the discourse. Each panel depicts the content of  a small 
section of  the discourse, ranging from part of  a single verse to one or two verses 
at most, and graphically interprets the imagery employed by the Markan Jesus. 
Such attention to the imagery is arguably suffi cient to show that Brown’s and 
Ross’ reductions of  the discourse to its anti-temple element misrepresent the 
character of  the discourse and further miss many opportunities to visualise fas-
cinating verbal images. 

Where interpretative choices have to be made in the graphic depiction of  
Mark’s textual imagery - for example, in rendering Mark 13:26, ought the Son of  
Man to be depicted as identical to Jesus, or as a separate fi gure? – the attempt 
will be made to preserve the ambiguity of  the text through an ambiguous ren-
dering technique, as in the case of  v. 26, where the features of  the Son of  Man 
are only loosely indicated. No particular version of  the text has been integrated 
into the present project; readers are encouraged to have both the comic and their 
preferred version of  Mark 13 open as they read.  
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NOTES

1.  See for example Hidenori Kumai & Kozumi Shinozawa’s Manga Mes-
siah.
2.   See Brendan Powell Smith’s The Brick Testament and The Brick Bible, 
which illustrate selected short texts with photographs of  Lego dioramas.
3.   See Allison 1998 & Oegema 2012, 73-82, for a full discussion of  this 
shift and a defense of  the latter position.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CASTE ON VILLAGE RELIGION 
IN INDIA

Kripa Abraham Koshy

V illage religion in India represents an integral and highly complex aspect 
of  social and cultural life on the sub-continent. Signifi cantly infl uenced by 
myriad factors, from the widespread remnants of  early colonialism to spe-

cifi c ritual practices that varied among villages, village religion in India has been 
a frequent site of  change over the course of  its development and establishment. 
This paper will draw particular attention to the internal hierarchy as represented 
by the Indian caste system and its effect on the often elaborate and varied repre-
sentations of  religion in the context of  rural South Indian villages. Furthermore, 
this paper will argue that caste has had a signifi cant effect on the representation 
of  South Indian village religion, and this infl uence has subsequently revealed 
itself  in several aspects of  village life and religious practice. 

Early notions of  religion and caste are thought, by some scholars, to have 
been brought into mainstream discourse with the arrival of  British colonizers in 
India.  The colonizers’ articulation of  a connection between caste and religion is 
an idea worth mentioning, as their understanding of  the local religion was largely 
informed by the upper caste Brahmins. Brahmins traditionally assumed the role 
of  priests in Hindu society, and thus claimed to be the authority on all matters 
pertaining to religion. Brahmin priests based their knowledge of  Hinduism on 
the religious scriptures, which were viewed as the primary and presumably pur-
est source of  knowledge. Customs and oral traditions subsequently derived from 
these Sanskrit texts were deemed inferior sources of  Hindu knowledge. 

The colonizers’ perception of  and subsequent discourse on Hinduism, 
therefore, was predominantly representative of  the religion practiced by what 
was at the time only three percent of  India’s population. This Brahminic per-
spective may have contributed to the many misgivings later colonizers may have 
had when encountering Hinduism in a rural village setting. Having an established 
standard of  what ‘Hinduism of  the masses’ looked like meant any deviation from 
the ‘civilized ideas’ of  Brahminic Hinduism, namely animal sacrifi ces and other 
rituals that were practiced in the villages, were seen as fi lthy. 
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The worship of  the goddess Mariyamman in Tamil Nadu is an example 
of  how power dynamics within the caste system signifi cantly affect the prac-
tice of  religion in villages. The goddess was already categorized as a “low-caste 
goddess” and despite attracting devotees from all castes, worshipping her was 
considered to be “irrational superstition” by many high-caste Hindus. These 
opinions were signifi cantly reliant on ideas spread “both by the British Raj and 
by indigenous forces of  elite reform” (Craddock 147). Other common prac-
tices of  devotion to Mariyamman such as hook-swinging, a practice that was 
said to increase a devotee’s status in the village (Craddock 155), received much 
criticism and disapproval from missionaries, government offi cials, and educated 
Indians alike (Ibid). These censures resulted in the subsequent demise of  hook-
swinging in nineteenth century Tamil Nadu. This example clearly illustrates how 
the dominant voices of  a higher caste determined the existence of  some lower 
caste religious practices, proving that the Hindu caste system “is far from simply 
a collection of  caste units but rather an integral system, whose overall ‘physiol-
ogy’ establishes and defi nes much of  the functioning of  its constituent groups” 
(Brubaker 128). 

Brahminic religion, heavily reliant on scriptural Sanskrit texts, contrasted 
with the traditional practices that often permeated village practices. In particular, 
differences in religious practice due to caste divisions are demonstrated in the 
worship of  the goddess Draupadi in the village of  Gingee, Tamil Nadu. The cult 
festival celebrated in the village involved two types of  performers: the upper 
class, paratiyars who engage in narrating sagas, and the lower caste terukkuttu 
dramatists who convey tales through dramatic interpretations (Hiltebeitel 340). 
The former were often considered to be of  a higher or equal caste to those who 
read the epics in the past, and so were worthy of  narrating these texts, while 
the latter were only permitted to present oral traditions popular to the village 
inhabitants (Hiltebeitel 350). Thus the involvement of  different castes in differ-
ent aspects of  village worship stands as a testament of  how village religion was 
infl uenced by this hierarchy. 

Apart from the provision of  differentiated tasks in village rituals and wor-
ship, the existence of  village performances and plays allowed for dramatists, 
particularly in South Indian villages, to imbue their plays with a creativity and an 
experimental interpretation of  Hindu epics that Sanskrit texts did not necessar-
ily encourage. In this example, the nature of  devotional performances to which 
the lower caste dramatists were consigned (i.e. performance), allowed for the 
relatively easy incorporation of  changes over time. However, so long as a caste 
group remained within the confi nes of  their predetermined and specifi c roles in 
a worship ritual, adaptations were permitted in their expressions of  devotion. It 
is worth noting nonetheless that these caste guidelines were not very strictly po-
liced, as it was often members within the same caste group were most mindful of  
intra-caste rituals. Subtle changes were additionally incorporated into rituals with 
the initiation of  new members into performance troupes, often from different 
regions in India and as such with different interpretations of  a particular ritual, 
or through the inheritance of  ritual practices through generations. 
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This creative interpretation of  worship rituals is particularly notable in 
the kuthiyottam ritual at the Puthukulangara temple in Kerala (Osella and Osella 
118). The focal point of  the ritual is the boon-requesting ceremony involving 
the ‘sacrifi ce’ of  a human through the symbolic gift of  human blood, drawn 
from the side of  each of  two pre-pubescent boys (Ibid). The ritual is usually an 
extravagant affair with multiple components that eventually culminate with the 
central event of  the blood offering to the goddess Bhadrakali. The ritual features 
extensive involvement of  drama troupes that are responsible for any perfor-
mances and for drawing the blood involved in the sacrifi ce. These troupes that 
note several subtle, innovative changes have made their way into the ritual over 
the course of  time; an example is the gradual increase in the number of  lamps 
used in the shrines created for the goddess prior to the blood sacrifi ce (Osella 
and Osella 131). Furthermore, conducting a large-scale kuthiyottam ritual was 
a privilege reserved solely for the higher caste (and thus presumably the higher 
class) members of  the village (Osella and Osella 127). With the emergence of  
social phenomena such as migrations to the Middle East and the ensuing in-
crease in the incomes of  lower caste members of  the village, the kuthiyottam 
ritual became more accessible to a caste that previously was barred from direct 
involvement as sponsors of  the event (Ibid). 

In addition to circumstances where access to certain rituals has been regu-
lated by caste, the object of  worship has varied with caste. Ülo Valk and S. Lour-
dusamy draw attention to this in their article on Village Deities of  Tamil Nadu 
in Myths and Legends. Brahminic theology reserves greater regard for Brahma, 
Vishnu, and Shiva as seen in their prominent presence in Hindu texts, while 
folk narratives draw greater attention to the worship of  village deities who are 
responsible for guarding their villages (Valk and Lourdusamy 183). Examples of  
such local village deities include Munieshvaran, Aiyanar, Mariamman, and Muru-
gan. Deities like those worshipped in Brahminic contexts are often inaccessible 
to villagers, particularly those in lower castes who simply may not have the skill 
to interpret such texts. In addition to the textual inaccessibility of  Brahma, local 
village devotees are fearful of  Brahma; they characterize him as “a killer” and 
believe him to be the one who determines their destinies (Ibid). This example 
lends to the idea that Brahma is unapproachable and to be feared. Thus, the 
lower castes’ associations with high caste gods may be coloured by their experi-
ences and interactions with members of  higher castes who worship such gods. 
Inter-caste dynamics may have dictated the deities worshipped by lower caste 
members in villages. 

Caste divisions also allow for worship to be carried out in a variety of  
forms. In the earlier example of  the kuthiyottam ritual, differences in caste dic-
tated for villagers the different methods of  showing devotion for and receiving 
blessing from the goddess. A troupe member would be responsible for the songs 
and dances performed during the ritual in addition to the piercing of  the skin 
to draw the sacrifi cial blood; a sponsor would be expected to bear the costs of  
an elaborate and expensive ritual; if  neither a performer nor participant in the 
ritual, one’s presence alone as a spectator, would result in great blessing (Osella 
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and Osella 118-9). Thus, the ritual elucidates how “each caste in the village may 
have its own ritual item to supply or service to render” (Brubaker 131). Another 
example of  how caste determines devotional practices can be seen in Richard L. 
Brubaker’s account of  festivals in a South Indian village. The festival recounted 
in his writings comprised of  middle-caste potters, barbers, washermen, and un-
touchables who were assigned specifi c tasks through the village’s religious fes-
tivities (Brubaker 131-6). 

This example demonstrates the existence of  boundaries for the religious 
lifestyle, and consequently ritual roles, to which a caste group was expected to 
adhere. Moreover, similar ‘caste boundaries’ were mirrored in the social lifestyle 
expected of  a caste group, where for instance marriage between castes was not 
permitted. The origin story of  the goddess Mariyamman tells a tale of  her be-
ing tricked into marriage to a lower caste man, an act that defi les her as a result 
of  the exchange of  bodily fl uids through the consummation of  their marriage. 
Her anger at being deceived into the union converts her from a Rishi’s daughter 
to a goddess (Craddock 153-4). This Tamil legend shows how important these 
religious and social boundaries were and the implications of  transgressing said 
boundaries.

In conclusion, there are distinct roles and rituals that have been carved 
out in the religious practices of  village communities in South India. The caste 
system facilitates these specifi c roles by generating a communally policed system 
that consigns greater power and agency to higher caste members of  communi-
ties. These empowered high caste members can directly or indirectly dictates 
the religious practices of  lower caste members. Lower caste members of  village 
communities have consequently accepted these positions and practices, and have 
adapted to their socially determined positions while also incorporating personal 
variations into their daily expressions of  devotion and religious practice. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS CONSENSUS IN RELIGIOUS 
DIVERSITY

Brianna Brown

The Universal Declaration of  Human Rights (UDHR) was adopted in 1948 
with the aim to provide a comprehensive moral framework within which 
international activity could fl ourish. This framework required extensive 

compromise between various ideological and religious traditions, each of  which 
held diverse views on the substance and purpose of  human rights. Individuals 
are increasingly identifying with “a common humanity” beyond specifi c national 
and religious ties, and are becoming more concerned with “the welfare and treat-
ment of  [actors] in countries other than their own” (Frieden, Lake, and Schultz 
423). While feelings of  compassion and empathy that support the notion of  
human rights are to some degree universal in all religions, the form in which 
these rights are articulated varies signifi cantly from one religion to another. For 
this reason, religious groups often question human rights legislation. This is not 
because they reject the idea of  human rights in itself, but because they view the 
current rights regime as insensitive to differing religious traditions and their in-
terpretations of  human rights. Although the UDHR has been widely endorsed, it 
remains controversial to this day. Of  particular concern is the UDHR’s origin in 
a “[Western] philosophical tradition that emphasizes fi rst-generation individual 
rights over second- and third-generation collective rights” (Frieden, Lake, and 
Schultz 416). This emphasis on the individual is not shared by some other reli-
gious traditions, which might instead “[elevate] the rights of  families and com-
munities […] over the rights of  individuals” (Frieden, Lake, and Schultz 416).

This paper identifi es the roles religions can play in promoting or inhibiting 
global public values, specifi cally those related to human rights. It examines the 
issues that emerge in constructing a comprehensive human rights regime that 
simultaneously refl ects a universal consensus on shared norms over what con-
stitutes a human right, and also respects the diversity of  value sets between and 
within religions. After affi rming the necessity of  constructing such a consensus, 
this paper identifi es a signifi cant problem with the current global human rights 
framework, namely the elevation of  individual rights over community rights. 
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This is particularly evident in Article 18 of  the UDHR, which deals with religious 
freedom. This discussion clarifi es some of  the issues that impede the develop-
ment of  a “more inclusive human rights regime” (Bauer and Bell 101) to better 
allow for an “overlapping consensus […] on certain norms that ought to govern 
human behaviour” (Taylor 124). The paper concludes that such a consensus will 
only occur if  global discourse on human rights is equally receptive to all faith-
based claims on the substantive meaning of  human rights.

 Human rights language was designed to bridge the gap between systems 
of  justice rooted in diverse religious traditions, and thus to provide a common 
moral ground to facilitate the interaction of  diverse groups in this increasingly 
globalized world. Human rights are intended to be “accessible to all human be-
ings independently of  their particular religious traditions” (Mehta 194). In this 
way they are seen as non-derogable, since they advance individual dignity and 
freedoms held by simple virtue of  one’s humanity. However, in their application, 
it is clear that human rights cannot be entirely separated from specifi c religious 
contexts. From a legal perspective, human rights are meant to take precedence 
over faith-based claims. Nevertheless, from the perspective of  the religious indi-
vidual, faith-based claims will take primacy as they are legitimized by the funda-
mental natural laws set forth by their religion1.  As Tony Blair asserts in his Car-
dinal Lecture, faith is “the core of  life for millions of  people [and] the motive for 
their behaviour” (Blair “Faith and Globalization”). For individuals of  faith, the 
idea that one can replace the deeply entrenched language of  religious faith with 
the secular language of  human rights is intrinsically problematic as it can be seen 
as challenging the source of  their identity. In this manner, the incontestability of  
human rights as a universal moral framework works only insofar as these rights 
represent in John Rawls’ terms an “overlapping consensus” among prominent 
faith-based claims  (qtd. in Taylor 124).

Much scholarly work suggests that such a consensus is unattainable, as 
religions are perceived as propagating diametrically opposing values regarding 
such issues as individualism, liberty, and equality. Samuel Huntington exemplifi ed 
this approach in his 1993 essay on globalization “The Clash of  Civilizations?” 
in which he identifi ed religion as the sharpest discriminator in terms of  identity, 
predicting it to shape the fault lines of  confl icts in the 21st century (Huntington 
22). One must be cautious of  such (mis)understandings of  religion and their 
role in confl ict. Confl ict resolution specialist H.B. Danesh asserts that religions 
are not fundamentally opposed, but rather promote an underlying shared desire 
to do good and be good through love, truth, and compassion (Danesh “Inter-
view”). He explains how confl icts between religious groups are largely superfi -
cial and results from their contemporary worldview being one of  survival and 
identity, rather than one that promotes “unity in diversity” (Danesh 28). One of  
the leading contemporary scholars on religious violence, Mark Jeurgensmeyer 
suggests that although many confl icts “have been expressed in religious terms, 
[this] does not make them movements essentially ‘for’ or ‘about’ religion” (Jeur-
gensmeyer 254).
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Nevertheless, views such as Huntington’s alert us to the salience of  social 
identity in relation to political and legal regimes. Indeed, Jeurgensmeyer confi rms 
that confl ictual behaviour is often provoked by “a gnawing sense of  a loss of  
identity and control” in reaction to the imposition of  values that are seen as alien 
to one’s own culture (Jeurgensmeyer 257). John Witte Jr. explains that without a 
supporting human rights culture, human rights legislationwould not be effective 
in fostering more acceptance of  diversity. Instead, they may lead to a “theological 
war” between religious communities who seek to promote their own rights while 
“restricting the constitutional rights of  their foreign religious rivals” (Witte Jr. 
66-67). He goes on to explain that although the global human rights revolution 
has led to the expansion of  many civil and political rights, “this very same [event] 
helped to catalyze new forms of  religious and ethnic confl ict” as these so-called 
liberties are used to justify “restrictions, repression, and sometimes even martyr-
dom” (Witte Jr. 65). In this context, we can see that religions may have a role not 
only in promoting but also in inhibiting global public values. As Mehta claims, 
the “recognition and articulation [of  human rights] are always in and through 
specifi c political [and religious] forms” (Mehta 209). Consequently, in order for 
human rights language to become a viable framework for international legal so-
ciety, this paper contends that it is imperative that social and religious identities 
be given a greater role in determining the substance of  these rights. 

In its current articulation, human rights language is not sensitive enough 
to the opposing claims of  various religious groups, particularly those that tend 
to give higher priority to community ties. This effect can be attributed to the 
largely Western origins of  modern human rights language. Witte Jr. reminds us 
that the so-called secular origins of  contemporary human rights are essential-
ly derived from the Enlightenment philosophical tradition wherein Protestant 
groups needed to create a common language that transcended denominational 
variation (Witte Jr. “On Human Rights Language”). Sharma further asserts that 
these rights “arose in an interdenominational [rather than interreligious] context 
in the West,” and thus refl ect Christian conceptualizations of  the sanctity of  
the individual (Sharma 106). For example, the freedoms of  speech, religion, and 
conscience can be ultimately attributed to the Christian understanding that “[t]
he person is prophet, priest, and king” (Witte Jr. 88)2.  These innately Christian 
origins complicate the translation of  human rights language and prevents non-
Christian traditions from seeing its basic premises as given.

This Christian background is not to suggest that other religions do not 
have strong leanings towards human rights, or even that the human rights out-
lined in the UDHR are essentially alien to other religious traditions. However, by 
failing to recognize and legitimize other claims to human rights, there is a pos-
sibility for the emergence of  widespread alienation, and, in some cases, extreme 
religious backlash against these supposedly universal Human Rights. Instead of  
securing the freedom for each group and assuring the protection of  the most 
vulnerable members of  society, human rights language is being used as a justifi -
cation for actions that serve to undermine the freedoms of  another group. This 
is exemplifi ed below in reference to Article 18; the right that is meant to protect 
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religious freedom acts to impose a specifi c conceptualization of  religion that is 
not congruent with how the concept is seen within non-Christian religions, un-
dermining their freedom from religious conversion. 

Of  particular concern to non-Western religious groups is the priority that 
the contemporary Human Rights framework places on individual rather than 
group claims, stemming from the liberal democratic view that the individual is 
the basic unit of  society. This bias towards individualism is particularly evident 
in reference to Article 18 of  the UDHR: 

“Everyone has the right to freedom of  thought, conscience 
and religion; this right includes freedom to change [their] religion 
or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others 
and in public or private, to manifest [their] religion or belief  in 
teaching, practice, worship and observance” (UN).

From a Western perspective, this entails the individual right to freely prac-
tice one’s religion, including the right to convert others. This merges with the 
Christian principle that “the right to ask someone to change one’s religion is 
accepted as a God-given right” (Sharma 103). However, as Sharma outlines, re-
ligious freedom is “multi-layered” and not all aspects are “intuitively obvious to 
everyone as a fundamental human right” (Sharma 104). Along these lines, Article 
18 faces much resistance when viewed from non-Christian perspectives. 

Hinduism, which allows for multiple religious affi liations, is particularly 
suspicious of  the right to convert that is included in the UDHR’s defi nition 
of  religious freedom. Many Hindus view the right to change one’s individual 
religion as disregarding their right to retain their communal identity, since con-
version implies not only a change of  religion, but also a change in their concep-
tualize of  religion (Sharma 118). Sharma provides a useful distinction between 
the Western and Hindu views by differentiating their respective emphases on 
individual and group rights:

“If  religious freedom is to have meaning for the individual, 
the individual should be free to choose his or her religion. How-
ever, in relation to a group, the right to freedom of  religion natu-
rally acquires a different connotation – the right of  this group to 
continue practicing its own religion” (Sharma 105).

Hinduism’s stress on the right to religious retention led the Indian Su-
preme Court to rule in 1977 that “there is no fundamental right to convert an-
other person to one’s own religion [as it] would impinge on the ‘freedom of  
conscience guaranteed to all citizens of  the country alike” (Mehta 195). This 
state-led rejection of  the philosophical premise of  Article 18 strongly under-
scores the inter-religious tension surrounding this right. 

This tension is not limited to the dialogue between Hindus and West-
erners; other religions such as Buddhism and Islam also reject the premises of  
Article 18. For instance, Buddhism denies the emphasis on the individual since 
such a focus would inhere “a sense of  absolute entitlement” that goes against 
central Buddhist tenets such as “the elimination of  craving” (Florida 11). Rather, 
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Buddhism stresses activity that promotes the “mutuality and interdependence” 
of  the community (Ibid). The Western interpretation of  this right is also strongly 
opposed within Islam; Saeed explains that in Islam, although “the rights to wor-
ship and practice religion are given in the Qur’an and the sunnah, the right of  
apostasy is not” (Saeed and Saeed 16). This brief  discussion of  Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, and Islam demonstrates the breadth of  interreligious disagreement over 
Article 18. However, although consensus on this matter is currently signifi cantly 
lacking amongst many global religions, this does not have to be the case. 

While confl ict may be inevitable, it can be benefi cial in encouraging us to 
reexamine our own worldviews and reconsider them in light of  changing norms.  
Along these lines, Witte Jr. argues for the need to relinquish our focus on dif-
ferences, and instead use the language of  human rights as a constructive mirror 
through which we can reevaluate our cultural biases. He further argues that hu-
man rights language is not a substitute for faith-based morality, but rather pro-
vides a common moral ground that is adaptable to interfaith contexts (Witte Jr. 
“On Human Rights Language”). Sharma demonstrates how this self-refl ection 
has been carried out in Hinduism, and examines the potential benefi t that re-
fl ection can add to both Eastern and Western religious traditions. For example, 
as the UDHR emphasizes universal rights rather than context-specifi c duties, 
it can help Hinduism in transcending particularistic dharma to achieve instead 
a universal dharma (samnya) of  truth, patience, and non-violence  (Sharma). It 
remains critical that Western philosophers not only consults non-Western phi-
losophies to reevaluate its own roots, but also refl ects on its history and tames 
some of  the individualistic tendencies that are seen as most threatening to other 
communities. 

Globalization has fostered an increase in faith-based confl ict, but this ten-
sion has not always led to an impasse. Although there has been some signifi cant 
backlash against the perceived imposition of  Western norms, the trend is not 
divergence, but compromise. This paper therefore tentatively concludes that de-
spite incidents where religions have played a role in inhibiting global public val-
ues, they can ultimately play a positive role in human rights discourse by promot-
ing a global dialogue and a consensus on public values. Although this consensus 
is not yet entrenched, it remains possible, if  each religion is given its rightful and 
proportional role in shaping international human rights discourse. Non-Western 
traditions will be able to maintain their unique cultural and religious characteris-
tics within this global monoculture (Wuthnow 68). This dichotomy of  indepen-
dence and coherence will serve as a testament to the continuance of  globalized 
diversity. (Wuthnow 75)
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NOTES

1.  Natural law, as defi ned in legal and political thought, is the system of  
law seen to derive from divine intention. It is seen to apply universally, 
even though systems of  philosophical thought might provide different 
views of  what natural law entails.
2.   In this way, the Christian conception of  the person as a prophet 
leads to freedom of  speech, the conception of  the person as a priest 
leads to freedom of  religion, and the conception of  the person as a king 
leads to freedom of  conscience.
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A BIG FAT GRECO-EGYPTIAN WEDDING
Cultural Marriage and the Manifestation of a Hellenistic 

Religion Nouvelle

Madeline Warner

“For man is not the only creature that has a different appearance in different cli-
mates and in different countries…”

-Pausanias, Description of  Greece, 9.21.6

In the Ancient World, travel, trade, and cultural exchange went hand-in-hand. 
During the Hellenistic Period particularly, evidence of  this can be seen in the 
Mediterranean’s largely successful foreign commercial interactions, the devel-

opment of  a cross-cultural haven for intellectual endeavors- the Library and 
Museum of  Alexandria- and the establishment of  non-natives in positions of  
political power (Pollard and Reid 28, 29, 60-74.). Not limited to trade, academia 
and political life, however, these exchanges were also largely responsible for the 
evolution of  religion in the area, and had a great effect on worship in Greece and 
Egypt in particular. Both the Hellenization of  Egyptian mythology under the 
Ptolemies in Alexandria, and a parallel effect in Greece, in which cults dedicated 
to Egyptian gods and goddesses emerged, exemplify this cross-cultural theologi-
cal transaction. This paper aims to explore this Greco-Egyptian relationship as 
it is related to a greater Hellenistic exchange, and reveal the infl uence of  travel 
in the religious sphere.

In order to best understand the presence of  Greek religion in Egypt, the 
beginnings of  Greek exploration in North Africa must be examined. A wave of  
Greek interest in Egypt was sparked by perhaps one of  the most famous ancient 
travellers, Macedonian King Alexander the Great. The fusion of  “the Greco-
Macedonian” and “the Egyptian” would begin early on in Alexander’s Egyptian 
campaign, which dates sometime during the 4th century BCE (Pomeroy 315). 
In Egypt, he founded the easily accessible port city of  Alexandria, which, due 
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to its prime location and climate, would provide great prosperity for the Greeks 
(Cartledge 150-152). The establishment of  Alexandria would go on to facilitate 
a Greco-Egyptian exchange that went far beyond economics, however (Strabo 
17:1).

As legend and many ancient sources report, the Macedonian king was 
greeted on his trip to the oasis of  Siwah by the chief  priest as the “Son of  Amun” 
(Pomeroy 315). According to descriptions of  the site by both Diodorus Siculus 
and Plutarch, the temple and Amun god of  the sun himself  were clearly Egyp-
tian (Pollard and Reid 9). The identifi cation of  Alexander as “Son of  Amun” 
provided “a perfect bridge” between Alexander’s Greek ancestry and what was 
an acceptable leadership position to the Egyptians (Pollard and Reid 9), a con-
cept Cartledge refers to as “fusion policy” (Cartledge 201-202). This bi-cultural 
syncretism led to Greek interpretation of  Amun as their god Zeus, justifying the 
event’s title in Greek histories: “The Oracle of  Zeus-Amun” (Pomeroy 315). By 
the end of  the fourth century BCE, the Egyptian Sun God was already serving 
as a Greco-Egyptian link, and had sacred sites dedicated to him throughout both 
Greece and Macedonia (Hölbl 98).

This glorifi cation of  Alexander as “Son of  Amun” provided a religious 
unifi cation of  the two states for both Greeks and Egyptians, that helped pave the 
way for Ptolemaic deifi cation to come (Hölbl 99). After Alexander’s death in 323 
BCE, Ptolemy I took residence as satrap of  Egypt, eventually ruling under the 
title of  “pharaoh” in 304 BCE (Vandorpe 161). Because Egyptians considered 
the pharaoh to be the son of  a god, again a power Greek in origin is legitimized 
by his position as an Egyptian religious authority (Vandorpe 163).

Ptolemy I and his successors used the spiritual status that came with being 
pharaoh to their advantage. In an effort to consolidate Egypt’s relationship with 
the Greek world, the Ptolemies instated policies that directly connected the two 
societies on a theological level (Hölbl 98). This goal to bind them together with 
a shared belief  system was principally represented in Ptolemy I’s creation of  the 
god Serapis, whose characteristics drew on already established religious fi gures 
from both cultures (Hölbl 98). 

“Egyptian in name and Greek in the appearance of  his statue,” Serapis 
became immensely popular amongst Greeks and Egyptians alike, due to his as-
sociation with religious personalities already entrenched in basic worship (Cerny 
137). To Egyptians, Serapis embodied one of  many forms of  the Apis bull, a 
sacred animal representative of  the god of  the underworld, Osiris-Apis (Hölbl 
100). The Egyptian imagery assigned to Serapis as king (Osiris), as fertility god 
(Apis) and as god of  the afterlife, differed from the Greek interpretation of  the 
god as Dionysus and/or Zeus-Hades incarnate (Hölbl 100). The Greek imagery 
of  Serapis was not animalistic as it was in Egypt but was benignly human; he was 
bearded, depicted on a throne, and acceptable because of  his similarities to Zeus 
(Pollard and Reid 41). Depicted on Ptolemaic coins, Serapis appeared explicitly 
as Zeus, but was decorated with the Atef  crown, Egyptian garb associated most 
with Osiris (Aldred 82). It was because of  such fusions that the Serapis cult ap-
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pealed widely to both cultures, quickly becoming symbolic of  a certain Greco-
Egyptian universality by the end of  the fourth century BCE (Pomeroy 355-6).

Many small Serapeums, temples dedicated to Serapis, including the one 
at Memphis, noted by Pausanias, were soon outdone by the luxurious Serapis 
temple at Alexandria, commissioned and erected under Ptolemy I (Pausanias 
1.18.4). Located near the Temple of  Isis, the Alexandrian Serapeum perpetuated 
an idea of  Serapis and Isis as the divine Egyptian couple (Hölbl 100). Bilingual 
dedications to the gods found at the Serapeum sanctuary point to the fact that 
these gods were symbols of  Greco-Egyptian diplomacy due to their bi-cultural 
nature (Hölbl 100). The couple remains iconic of  Ptolemaic rule.

As exhibited in the cult of  Serapis, the re-branding of  ancient Egyptian 
divinities as possessive of  Greek qualities was a success in Egypt. But what about 
in Hellas itself ? When we look to the cults of  Egyptian fi gures in Greece, there is 
only one considered more popular than that of  Serapis—that of  his queen. The 
cult of  Isis was widely accepted by and integrated into Greek society.  In fact, 
Isis was of  considerable infl uence, and took on unprecedented roles as both the 
“creator of  civilization” and “benefactress of  all people” (Berkert 107, Pome-
roy 359-360). First recorded in Piraeus in the latter half  of  the fourth century, 
traces of  the cult of  Isis have been documented amongst Egyptian traders who 
had travelled to the Greek port city on business (Cerny 138). This is the earliest 
surviving evidence of  Egyptian religion in Greece (Cerny 138). The infl uence of  
Isis quickly spread across Hellas into Athens and Euboea; she was even featured 
on Athenian coinage over the course of  several minting cycles, exemplifying the 
seriousness with which the Greeks upheld the divine Egyptian queen (Cerny 
138).

Another interesting example of  the dynastic deifi cation of  the Greek Ptol-
emies lies in the apotheosis of  Arsinoe II, of  Macedonian royalty and wife to 
Ptolemy II, who was worshipped not only by the Egyptians, but by the Greeks 
themselves (Huzar 1-25). The “remarkable Egyptian parallel” we see in evidence 
of  the head of  Arsinoe II on Greek and Roman coinage draws interest to her 
status as a deity after death in the ancient world (Huzar 341). Already priestess 
of  the Ram of  Mendes during her lifetime, Arsinoe II was deifi ed through the 
Egyptian foundation rites performed at her burial. After the construction of  
extravagant Arsinoeion temples by Ptolemy II, the deifi ed queen began to be 
worshipped as a true Egyptian goddess (Hölbl 102-103). With recognizable simi-
larities to Isis, Arsinoe morphed into that of  yet another Greco-Egyptian deity, 
fostered in particular by the city of  Alexandria with its distinctively Hellenistic 
characteristics (Hölbl 102-103). Arsinoe could be identifi ed by the Greeks not 
only with the Egyptian goddess Isis, but with other major Greek goddesses such 
as Hera, Demeter, and Aphrodite. In Samos, Arsinoe was worshipped as the 
goddess of  sailing, and a sanctuary dedicated to her under the title “Aphrodite 
Eupolia” (interestingly fi nanced by the famed Greek admiral Kallikrates) (Hölbl 
102-103). 

The individual cult image of  Arsinoe was perpetuated not only by her 
iconography on previously mentioned coinage, but also through festivals in her 
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name. “Arsinoeia” rallied popularity for the goddess, and included activities such 
as processions and sacrifi ce (Hölbl 104). The celebrations, which occurred both 
in major cities like Alexandria and rural areas such as Chora, served as a way 
in which people could honor both Arsinoe and the Ptolemaic dynastic. Often 
worshipped jointly with Isis and Serapis, Arsinoe’s mass infl uence can be seen in 
the many dedicated household plaques found throughout Cyprus and the entire 
Aegean (Hölbl 104).

The widespread cult of  Arsinoe functions as yet another mark of  Gre-
co-Egyptian syncretism that can be attributed to Mediterranean exchange. The 
identifi cation of  Arsinoe with other Greek and Egyptian deities eased her accul-
turation in both areas. The fi rst and most successful incorporation of  a mortal 
Ptolemy into the immortal religious sphere, Arsinoe was assimilated into the 
structure of  Greco-Egyptian worship in a way that brought popularity to the 
Ptolemaic dynasty. From her deifi cation onwards, the Ptolemies would display 
themselves as godly rulers, a strategy that would further intertwine the concept 
of  the Egyptian pharaoh and the Greek basileus (Hölbl 106).

Apart from the cults conceived under syncretic Ptolemaic religious order, 
we also fi nd similar gods in the Greek and Egyptian traditions that seem to have 
arisen organically from the cultural collision of  the Egyptian and the Hellenic. 
Hermes and Thoth are one example. As evident in the Corpus Hermectium 
(Hermetica), the appropriation of  Egypt’s god Thoth as the Greek Hermes is 
quite clear (Hart 158). This documentation of  Thoth and Hermes as one cre-
ated a single cult of  Thoth-Hermeticism in Egypt. Both gods of  writing and 
magic, Thoth and Hermes easily fused into a single, cross-cultural deity (Fowden 
23, 62). A dedicatory sanctuary to Thoth in Middle Egypt’s El Ashmunein was 
referred to as Hermopolis by ancient and modern Greek travellers, again illus-
trating the Greek equation of  Thoth to Hermes (Hart 158). Deemed a “culture-
hero” of  Hellenistic and Roman Egypt, Thoth-Hermes serves as yet another 
example of  the complex religious fusions that took place in a Hellenistic Egypt 
(Fowden 246).

These examples of  interconnecting and borrowed religious practice help 
us to visualize the important and penetrating Greco-Egyptian exchange that was 
occurring in the Ancient Mediterranean during the fourth century BCE. Trade 
and travel centers such as Alexandria and Piraeus operated as catalysts for cultur-
al blending of  the two distinct states that resulted in many religious alliances. The 
interaction, facilitated by such centers and the religious policies of  the Ptolemies 
in Egypt, succeeded in synthesizing Hellenistic and Egyptian theological tradi-
tion in many ways, and perpetuated the religious overlap between the two states.
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A DESIRABLE MADNESS
Ibn ‘Arabi, Majnun, and Psychosis

Niyousha Bastani

The celebration of  madness as a desirable state is a common motif  across 
a wide range of  Sufi  poets and thinkers, like Jalaluddin Rumi who writes, 
“I have never desired reasons since thou mad’st me mad” (Rumi 115)1 . 

Indeed, a Sufi  achieves true knowledge through an unveiling, characterized by 
the loss of  traditional intellect and a subsequent ‘abnormal’ mental condition 
marked by unusual perception. This self-acclaimed madness, which many dismiss 
as a poetic lovesickness, often resembles nothing short of  psychosis in medi-
cal terms. Yet this understanding and appraisal of  madness as a sacred blessing 
greatly contradicts the usual stigma attached to abnormal perception, generally 
understood as illness or disorder in much of  the world today2.  While the disease 
idiom connotes the existence of  a right and wrong perception of  reality, Sufi  
thought, poetry and practice refuse such easy compartmentalization. The terms 
one uses designate the value attached to that which one labels; no doubt, how 
one speaks of  madness then has real social implications. This paper aims to syn-
thesize prominent Sufi  thought, poetry, and practice with regards to madness. In 
doing so, the paper explores the ways in which their existing and potential infl u-
ence can inform our view of  unordinary perceptions.

To be clear, this paper does not intend to provide an argument with re-
gards to the relation between spirituality and mental health nor the impact of  
one on the other. Neither is the intention to present Sufi  theory and poetry as an 
optimistic lens through which madness is romanticized and thereby to erase the 
real hardships of  those suffering from a mental illness. Rather, the paper seeks 
to explore how Sufi  thought can provide a worldview that averts the harmful 
tendency to other those whose mental conditions vary from the norm. As Sufi sm 
is anything but monolithic, the research that follows limits itself  primarily to the 
philosophical writings and personal practice of  Ibn ‘Arabi, the poetry of  Rumi, 
and the archetype of  Majnun - all key fi gures in the so-called Golden Age of  the 
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Sufi  tradition – as well as contemporary case studies. This exploration shows that 
the Sufi  perception of  madness as more desirable than reason offers an alterna-
tive to the mainstream view of  in/sanity. This alternate perspective can prove 
useful in reframing understandings of  abnormal perception. 

To begin on a general note, the Sufi  understanding of  sacred madness 
almost always corresponds to achieving a state of  ecstasy (or wajd) wherein one 
fi nds a truer knowledge of  God. As such, the mind and loss of  mind play a 
prominent role in Sufi  thought; a variety of  terms are used to refer to degrees of  
mental aberration which lead to wajd - such as dhuhul (lapse of  consciousness), 
hayrah (perplexity), and sukr (intoxication). Similarly, a number of  recurring im-
ages such as wine, intoxication, insanity, and mad lovers also idealize “the cancel-
lation of  the mind in its ordinary sense” (Abou-Bakr 38). What all these terms 
and images have in common is the connotation of  “a measure of  perplexity and 
swooning” (Abou-Bakr 38). In a confused state of  mind, the mystic overcomes 
the limits of  human rationality and gains enhanced knowledge of  the Divine 
(Abou-Bakr 38). Thus, Sufi s often exalt the madman’s drunken stupor over the 
sober man’s rationality. 

The one blessed enough to experience this divine stupor is referred to 
interchangeably as mast (intoxicated), majdhub (the enraptured one), majnun (mad, 
maddened by love), and diwana (madman, inspired), to name a few terms. What-
ever the label, the maddened lover of  God fi nds the Real through a suprasensual 
experience unfathomable to the sane mind. As the Real is too vast for the con-
fi nes of  rationality, He can only be truly found through confusion. The seeker 
of  Truth is then by default “a seeker of  Divine madness” (Abou-Bakr 52). As 
a result, many schools of  Sufi  thought assign more worth to perplexity than 
simplicity.

In contrast, today’s mental illness discourse around psychosis can only 
exist if  one accepts that a clearly correct perception of  worldly reality exists in 
contrast to deviant forms. As Ian Almond explains in “The Honesty of  the Per-
plexed,” all systems (and their supporting idioms) are built on the illusion that 
the subjective vision of  those in power is universally true (Almond 519). Ratio-
nality, which inevitably desires absolute truths and fears contradictions, makes 
us fall prey to arbitrary systems of  meaning. Yet these subjective truths guised as 
absolute are the roots of  oppression. They require for everyone to share a single 
vision of  the world, and alienate those who do not or cannot adhere to this vi-
sion by constructing a Truth versus none-Truth binary. Patriarchal systems for 
example rationalize a man’s vision of  the world by casting women as biologically 
inferior – “because the female is as it were a deformed male” (Aristotle 175) - 
and racist colonial systems rationalize a white man’s vision of  reality by casting 
the racialized as uneducated children in need of  tutelage. Religious orthodoxy, 
too, rationalizes a certain religious and guise it as objectively correct. So it goes 
that when most medical defi nitions of  psychiatric disorders with psychosis as a 
principle symptom, such as schizophrenia, refer to a loss of  touch with reality 
(NIMH 1), rarely do we remember to ask: whose reality? 
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IBN ‘ARABI: VALORIZING PERPLEXITY 
Ibn ‘Arabi’s particularly positive attitude towards hayrah (perplexity) de-

constructs this binary opposition by allowing for multiple subjectivities through 
the rejection of  the rational notion of  a universally true perception of  reality. As 
quoted in Abou-Bakr’s “Abrogation of  the Mind in the Poetry of  Jalal Al-Din 
Rumi,” the late Quran scholar Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd defi nes hayrah as “dismay 
[...] in the face of  truths which cannot be rationally reconciled a mental crisis 
when the mind comes up against its own limits” (Abou- Bakr 48). Ibn ‘Arabi 
believes that this very rationality, which collapses in face of  contradicting truths, 
hinders true knowledge of  the Real (Almond 515). In fact, his school of  thought 
is itself  rooted in paradox: the Real’s simultaneous immanence (tashbih) and tran-
scendence (tanzih). Reason would beg that the Real can be either immanent or 
transcendent, but not both. But the Real, according to Ibn ‘Arabi, is beyond such 
limited reasoning. He thus claims that to gain true knowledge of  the Real, the 
Sufi  must fi rst tear the veils of  rationality. Only then can the Sufi  achieve a state 
of  hayrah. In this state, the mystic “can no longer impose a single meaning on the 
Real” (Almond 523) - rather, ts/he goes mad in face of  the Real’s perplexity. In 
this state, there is no Truth and non-Truth, and the Real remains the Truth in all 
contradicting subjectivities. It is only after this confusion that the Real appears 
unveiled. The Prophet’s companion Abu Bakr supposedly once said that “[the] 
inability to attain comprehension is (true) comprehension” (Ernst 32). For Ibn 
‘Arabi too, confusion, not clarity, unveils Reality.

Ibn ‘Arabi’s view breaks the dichotomy between normal and abnormal per-
ception. Countless subjectivities exist and none fi t into neatly classifi ed boxes 
of  sanity and illness. As all multiplicity is a manifestation of  the Real, different 
perceptions can be understood as varying interpretations of  the same thing. Ibn 
‘Arabi celebrates this multiplicity as “testimony to God’s utter unthinkability” 
(Almond 525). Thus, varying beliefs and subjectivities do not, and need not, 
appear as an ontological threat (Rahimi 420). That the social other sees real-
ity differently does not negate the Sufi ’s perception; rather, it proves that both 
are grappling with the same unthinkable Reality which manifests itself  in infi -
nite forms. In fact, what Jami calls Ibn ‘Arabi’s fi nal stage of  bewilderment can 
be understood as “not so much confusion [itself] but a certain attitude toward 
confusion” (Almond 528). As the mystical tasting comes to an end, the Sufi  is 
left with not fear of  confusion but rather a desire for it (Almond 528). If  one 
accepts this perspective, then “such fundamentally ‘othered’ states of  subjectiv-
ity as psychosis” need not challenge the sane person’s subjectivity (Rahimi 420). 
One reality need not be dismissed as illegitimate to validate the other if  one is 
brave enough to face hayrah. 

MAJNUN: COMPARING SACRED MADNESS IN POETRY

Of  course, it could be argued - and surely would be by some - that the 
poetic madness expressed and valorized in Sufi  literature are distinct from the 
othered subjectivities of  psychosis. One is a medical, literal madness, the other a 
poetic metaphor for a sacred experience. However, an analysis of  the archetypal 
mad lover, Majnun, can show that no clear-cut distinction actually exists.
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The legendary Majnun appears in the writings of  numerous secular and 
Sufi  poets. Sufi  poets adopted the legend of  the mad poet, Qays b. al-Mulawaah, 
so seamlessly that many forget its origins as an anecdotal love story. Al-Mulawaah 
is better known by his epithet, Majnun, literally meaning “madman.” The legend 
of  the semi-historic fi gure goes that Qays’s all-consuming love for Layla robbed 
the lover of  his sanity (Khairallah 135). Stories circulated about him in ancient 
Arabia, reporting that “he wandered aimlessly with the wild beasts,” and that he 
would not “understand anything unless Layla was mentioned to him” (Khairallah 
136). The earliest known version of  the legend is attributed to the ninth century 
poet Ibn Qutayba (Khairallah 49). Some scholars detect Sufi  overtones both in 
the early Arabic versions of  the legends and in the romantic epics of  the Persian 
poets, Nizami (d. 1203) and Amir Khosrow (d.1325) (Khairallah 2). However, 
the mystical allegorization of  the legend was not fi rmly consolidated until the 
fi fteenth-century when it was adopted by the Persian Sufi  poet, Jami (Khairallah 
2). It was Jami who “set [Majnun] on his allegorical quest for self-purifi cation, 
leading him to self-annihilation in union with the Friend” (Khairallah 2). Thus, 
the mad lover came to symbolize the mystic, with his passion for Layla symboliz-
ing the Sufi ’s love for the Beloved. While the motifs of  love, madness and poetry 
all perfectly suited the Sufi  adoption of  the story, Majnun’s madness is key to the 
analysis that follows. 

As a love-poet, Majnun is unique in that he embodies both the physical 
and spiritual forms of  madness. Even before receiving his Sufi  makeover, he 
was already “the only love-poet” in Arabic poetry to be “described as actually 
insane” (Khairallah 2). Thus, Majnun was already unique as suffering not just 
from a poetic love-sickness but also physical symptoms of  insanity (Khairallah 
2). In Abu Bakr al-Walibi’s ninth century version, Qays b. al-Mulawaah al- Majnun 
wa diwanuh, Majnun experiences the same “madness” which Arabs at the time 
often attributed to possession by jinn (Khairallah 82). The alien presence “robs 
the possessed of  his normal judgement” (Khairallah 82) resulting in an abnormal 
state of  consciousness. What was then described as alien possession is usually 
interpreted as psychosis in medical terms today. Walibi’s Diwan even alludes to 
Majnun’s “violent reactions in states of  frenzy or of  trance” (Khairallah 83). In 
Jami’s mystical version, the lover often literally loses consciousness in the pres-
ence of  his beloved Layla (Khairallah 94). What distinguishes Majnun as a mad 
love-poet according to Khairallah is that he physically experiences that which 
other lovers merely imagine (Khairallah 82). Indeed, Majnun’s behaviour - faint-
ing, falling into trances, ripping off  his garments, frantic shouting and so on 
- could easily grant him a place in a psychiatric ward today. Majnun experiences 
real mental aberration, and his love does not just produce lovesickness but also 
psychosis. His madness is both metaphoric and literal. As Majnun gains true 
knowledge of  the Real, he also loses knowledge of  worldly reality. 

Majnun’s unique embodiment of  this duality opposes the binary between 
madness as disorder and as divine state. That the fi gure of  Majnun has appealed 
to so many Sufi  poets thus seems only natural. Sufi  poetry thrives on ambigu-
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ous double meanings that resist easy categorization, especially when it comes 
to distinguishing between the physical, the secular, and the spiritual. Sufi  motifs 
of  erotic beauty, wine, and madness are forever “afl oat between heaven and 
earth” (Rahimi 411). By using such symbols, Sufi sm has throughout the history 
of  Islam defi ed the orthodox Truth versus non-truth binary (Rahimi 418). It has 
contrasted the singularity of  the Real (tanzih) with the Real’s multiplicity (tashbih). 
By affi rming the orthodox Truth that only one Real exists and yet also maintain-
ing that the Real manifests itself  in infi nite ways, Sufi sm “became a refuge to 
many views that would otherwise have clashed head-on” with twelfth century 
Orthodoxy (Rahimi 411). Claiming that infi nite perceptions of  the Real do not 
contradict the Real’s oneness but rather confi rm the Real’s unique unthinkability, 
Sufi sm has historically created a safer space for those who do not perceive the 
Real in the same light as political and religious leaders. For example, it created 
“the possibility [...] for earthly pleasures like erotic beauty [...] to be expressed in 
the very heart of  12th century Orthodox Muslim society” (Rahimi 411). In this 
fashion, Majnun’s beloved is at once human beauty and Divine beauty manifest; 
his intoxicated state at once resembles an earthly stupor and a mystic’s gnosis. 
Majnun’s madness too is at once mental aberration and self-annihilation in the 
Beloved. 

In adopting Majnun’s legend, Sufi  poets thus welcomed the confusion of  
multiple interpretations. They incorporated his madness into a discourse that de-
fi es the systematic construction of  Truth and non-truth .The poetics of  mad lov-
ers often draws clear boundaries between true madness and metaphorical mad-
ness. Even Plato for example, made an explicit distinction between mental illness 
and “the other [madness] that ‘comes by a divine release from ordinary life’” 
(Das 155). The poetics of  Majnun blur these lines. What we perceive as mental 
illness could be an elevated state of  mind, and vice versa. As Rumi famously put 
it, “Tis not (merely) one madness I have midst the sorrows of/love; nay but mad-
ness on madness on madness” (Rumi 1840). 

Even Majnun’s own claims to sanity remind the audience that madness is 
always subjective. His archetype is then a reminder of  a truth that is often over-
looked by limited by rational thinking. The term “mad” - or insane, mentally ill, 
and so on - indicates a social identity. Like any identity, it is relational and socially 
produced. That Majnun experiences certain mental conditions that produce cer-
tain behaviours is objective. However, Majnun receives his epithet because his 
mental state and his behaviour diverge from conventional social norms. At the 
risk of  stating the obvious, it is neither his mental state nor his behaviour but 
rather their popular perception that earns him the title of  madman. While the 
title of  majnun is often self- acclaimed by Sufi  poets, Majnun himself  often makes 
claims to sanity in Jami and Nizami’s versions of  the legend (Khairallah 95). 
Even in Wailibi’s earlier Diwan, Majnun exclaims 

They speak of  a madman [majnun] crazed with her memory. 
By God, I have no madness [junun], nor am I bewitched. 
If  I (try to) compose poetry not in her [Layla’s] remembrance, 
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I swear by your fathers, my verses will not obey (Khairallah 95).
In this passage, Majnun seamlessly deconstructs the notion of  objective 

sanity and insanity. His words at once affi rm that his mental condition diverges 
from the norm and yet negate his condition as an objective disorder – “I have no 
madness” (Khairallah 95). Logic limits the popular understanding of  Majnun so 
that his unusual perception of  reality can only be called madness. Yet free of  the 
fetters of  rationality, Majnun himself  does not see his state as unnatural. Others 
see the utter possession of  his soul by the Beloved as a malfunction, but he him-
self  does not see his state as supernatural – “I am not bewitched” (Diwan 28). In 
other words, Majnun paradoxically claims that he is and he is not mad. He is mad 
in the eyes of  society, and he is not mad insofar as he sees himself. Thus, Majnun 
reveals the subjectivity beneath any objective designation of  sanity.

Read in the present day, Majnun uncovers the true confusion beneath the 
clear-cut division between mental health and illness. Members of  a society neces-
sarily earn their identity as sane by conforming to social norms (Khairallah 20). 
Even in materialist terms today, arbitrary social norms determine the polarity 
between sanity and insanity. This relativity however is masked by the term medi-
cal, which holds up reason and rationality as proof  for its objectivity. Yet even 
in medical terms, madness is still constructed on a subjective - albeit popular - 
vision which deems one mode of  perception healthy and another unhealthy. To 
be clear, the subjective value-judgement is arbitrary because it is based on the 
supposed fact that the mind state we choose to call “normal” is right and the one 
we call “abnormal” is wrong. As Khairallah puts it, “at the top of  each rational 
edifi ce [or system] reigns a different vision of  the world” (Khairallah 19). The 
medical disease idiom is no exception. Therefore, Majnun wakes the believers of  
universal truths from their deceptive dream. 

In broader terms, Majnun symbolizes a rebellion against any discourse 
built on a subjective truth wearing the guise of  objectivity. Such idioms inevitably 
exclude and repress, yet they persist throughout history. Khairallah traces a hu-
man “urge to endow our vision of  the world with absolute validity” throughout 
time (Khairallah 20). He notes that Plato excluded anyone who contradicted his 
version of  reality from the Republic, Christian Orthodoxy established the Inqui-
sition and Islamic Orthodoxy still “at best tolerates” non-Muslims (Khairallah 
20). One could easily add Modern secular nation-states to this list as they too at 
best tolerate believers. This endless need to “imagine our relative laws to be of  
eternal truth” (Khairallah 20) perhaps best describes the Sufi  understanding of  
rationality as the chains of  man. Traditional intellect relies on facts - that is, abso-
lute truths – that push man to repeatedly oppress expressions of  multiplicity. In 
a strictly spiritual sense, then, Majnun’s madness breaks the chains of  rationality 
that keep us from seeing the Beloved in all the necessarily maddening complexity. 
In a purely political sense, his madness stands in opposition to any institution - 
whether religious orthodoxy or a secular state - which builds itself  on a polarity 
between Truth and non-Truth. Finally, from a sociological perspective, Majnun’s 
loss of  mind rejects any popular discourse that relies on “a systematic othering 
of  all that is perceived to fall within the non-Truth” (Rahimi 418).
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HALLAJ AND IBN ‘ARABI: EMBRACING MADNESS AND MULTIPLICITY IN PRACTICE 
In practice, as in theory and poetry, Sufi sm often embraces multiplicity. 

From the tenth century martyr Mansur al-Hallaj to Ibn ‘Arabi, the Sufi  greats 
accepted diverse perceptions of  the Real in their day to day lives. To begin with 
al-Hallaj, the great Sufi  fi gure was already widely disliked and mistrusted in the 
days leading up to his martyrdom (Selim 35). His enemies charged him with a dis-
honest faith as he indiscriminately mingled with followers of  all belief-systems 
(Mason 54). He was accused of  spending time with “neo-Hellenists, philoso-
phers [...] magicians, Christians, Jews, Zoroastarians, Manichaeans, Hindus [and] 
Buddhists” alike (Mason 54). Travelling in the Near East, Iran, and India he was 
hosted by rich and poor, Sunni and Shia, traditionalists and radicals (Mason 54). 
Where his orthodox enemies saw a threatening religious diversity, al-Hallaj saw 
proof  of  the Real’s infi nite manifestations (Mason 55). Where they feared a chal-
lenge to the Truth versus non-Truth binary on which they had built their system, 
al- Hallaj celebrated the simultaneous Incomparability (tanzih) and Comparabil-
ity (tashbih) of  the Real. Thus, al-Hallaj resisted an exclusionary perception of  
Reality. 

That the enouncement of  the phrase ana al-Haqq (“I am the Real”) led to 
Hallaj’s fi nal persecution reveals the politically threatening nature of  the Real’s 
Multiplicity. The sin for which Hallaj received persecution was not unlike the 
rebellion symbolized by Majnun - the unveiling of  the Real’s complexity. Hallaj’s 
contentious ana al-Haqq revealed the contradictory nature of  the Real that the 
mystic perceived in maddened ecstasy. Self-annihilated and subsisting through 
the Real, Hallaj divulged the Immanence (tashbih) which Orthodoxy hides with 
Transcendence (tanzih). That his expression even mimics a widely accepted Had-
ith was not enough to save him from persecution. The Hadith goes “When I love 
him (my servant), I am the Hearing wherewith he heareth, and the Sight where-
with he seeth” (Lings 14). For Hallaj, the Real is the Speaking with which he 
speaketh. If  the Real is manifest everywhere and in infi nite ways, then it follows 
that no one holds a monopoly on the true perception of  Reality. No perception 
can be untrue for only Truth exists. This paradox relocates the Real “not just in 
the hearts of  caliphs and kings but even down to the lowest rung of  the social 
ladder” (Almond 533). Thus, those who held the monopoly on truth dismissed 
Hallaj as mad. The production of  madness in this case appears as a social and 
political necessity for any dominant group hoping to impose their vision of  real-
ity as absolute. 

Like Hallaj, Ibn ‘Arabi also sought to break free from the confi nes of  
ordinary perception in his personal practice. Not only in theory, but also quite 
literally, he sought an unveiling that again fl ipped the common understanding of  
ordinary and unordinary perception; madness is a higher form of  seeing than 
reason. To cultivate the ‘spiritual eyesight’ and go beyond the limits of  worldly 
perception, Ibn ‘Arabi prescribes a re-enactment of  the experiences of  Enoch-
Elias (Izutsu 15)3.  In materialist terms, his Enoch-Elias practice appears as pur-
posely inducing a state of  psychosis. 
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Not unlike the double-signifi cance of  Majnun’s madness, Ibn ‘Arabi’s 
experiential practice blurs the line between physical and spiritual. The practice 
mimics the experience of  the Prophet Enoch “who went to the earth and [lived] 
by the lowest level of  earthly life” (Izutsu 15). To purify perception and see 
God in his Transcendence (tanzih), one must let go of  reason and embrace one’s 
earthliness in order to achieve an animal state (Izutsu 15). One then experiences 
a certain intuitive kashf (unveiling) as is experienced by wild beasts (Izutsu 17). 
What is striking about Ibn ‘Arabi’s description of  these symptoms is how closely 
they resemble psychosis. Based on personal experiences, Ibn ‘Arabi describes this 
unveiling as a suprasensual seeing wherein neither Reason nor the senses limit 
perception (Izutsu 17). In this state, Ibn ‘Arabi supposedly saw things which “our 
‘sane and healthy’ Reason would unhesitatingly consider sheer insanity” (Izutsu 
17). In other words, he saw things that were not, according to ordinary senses, 
truly there. Another mark of  this state is speechlessness (Izutsu 17). Speechless-
ness also happens to be a possible symptom of  psychosis (Wilce 7). Both Ibn 
‘Arabi’s state of  unveiling and psychosis then share yet another symptom. In this 
light, the contrast between the disease and divine model of  madness appears to 
be more pronounced in terms of  idiom than in actual experience. 

Thus, Ibn ‘Arabi’s practice, like his theory, provides an alternative point of  
view with regards to unordinary perception. The disease idiom refers to “[loss] 
of  touch with reality” (NIMH 1) as an illness, while Ibn ‘Arabi, Rumi and Maj-
nun all desire exactly such a loss. This comparison is not to say that Sufi  practice 
and psychosis are one and the same in material terms; no empirical data cur-
rently exists to support such a statement, though any data -whether qualitative or 
quantitative - would still at best provide another subjective manifestation of  the 
truth. Nonetheless, as no neurobiological studies of  Sufi sm and the Sufi  state of  
ecstasy currently exist (Katshu 5), the true extent of  similarity between psychotic 
and Sufi  experiences need not be overstated. It is enough to note that two share 
certain undeniable similarities, suspending ordinary reality for a different mode 
of  consciousness (Katshu 5). In fact, “it has been argued that all kinds of  mysti-
cal experiences [...] have their origins in psychosis” (Katshu 5) and vice versa. If  
nothing else, the similarities suggest that the disease model is not the only viable 
idiom for discussing unordinary perception, and that it is just as subjective as the 
mystic’s idiom. 

SACRED MADNESS IN CONTEMPORARY CASE STUDIES

Today, as Sadeq Rahimi’s 2006 case study shows, Sufi  discourse on mad-
ness can provide a sanctuary for stigmatized subjectivities. Observing and inter-
viewing schizophrenia patients in Turkey, Rahimi suggests that the Sufi  discourse 
can offer a “seriously wounded subject a chance at strategic re-organization of  
selfhood” (Rahimi 410). According to Rahimi, over 80% of  schizophrenia pa-
tients in Istanbul simultaneously consult a mental health professional and a local 
dervish (Rahimi 413). 

For one patient under the pseudonym of  Esas, this alternative discourse 
created both a conceptual and social space for recovery. After 20 years of  strug-
gling with schizophrenia and her own identity as mentally ill, Esas stumbled 
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upon a book by Ibn ‘Arabi (Rahimi 417). The Sufi  outlook changed Esas’s view 
of  schizophrenia. She no longer saw a disease that had shattered her existence 
and left her as a recovering patient, “a patched-up Humpty Dumpty” (Rahimi 
418). Instead, she came to understand schizophrenia as a “psychological co-
coon” (Rahimi 418); she came to see her new self  as “a butterfl y more beautiful 
by far than the caterpillar that once crawled helpless into the cocoon of  schizo-
phrenia” (Rahimi 418). Esas’ own metaphor of  psychological transformation 
maps well onto Ibn ‘Arabi’s school of  thought: a mystic emerges out of  a state 
of  mental confusion with a new and superior perspective. Taking the Sufi  path, 
Esas says she discovered that experiencing a reality which deviates from the 
social norm “is not only possible, not only acceptable, but may in fact indicate a 
superior existence” (Rahimi 417).

When she published a memoir about her struggles with her disorder and 
her spiritual journey, the prevalence of  Sufi  discourse in society also allowed 
Esas to be widely received by the public not just as a psychiatric patient but 
also as “a spiritual example” (Rahimi 415). Welcomed into Sufi  Houses, Esas 
experienced something wholly different from the cultural otherness she had ex-
perienced in psychiatric wards. In such healing spaces where all multiplicity is an 
illusion, she began to understand the social construction of  an objectively true 
reality “as yet another delusion” (Rahimi 418). She was not merely tolerated by 
Sufi  brotherhoods; tolerance, as Esas puts it, “fi rst implies ‘otherness,’ and then 
acceptance of  that otherness out of  one’s goodness” 

(Rahimi 419). Where otherness is a mere deception, tolerance becomes a 
moot point (Rahimi 419); there remains only the comforting confusion of  that 
colourless Reality which, like pure white light passing through a prism, manifests 
itself  in infi nite colours. Sufi  thought thus has the potential to brighten the real-
ity of  an injured subjectivity. However, Rahimi’s insightful study should not lead 
to the notion that the mere presence of  Sufi  discourse somehow corresponds to 
a utopian lack of  stigmatization with regards to mental illness. 

Another case study undertaken in Northern Pakistan shows that while 
the mystic discourse alone cannot efface stigmatization, it can reshape the social 
othering endured by local ‘madmen’. The study, conducted in the high mountain 
areas of  the region, examines the case of  individuals locally believed to embody 
divine madness. A cultural backdrop of  local folk beliefs and a nearly obsolete 
history of  Sufi  practice largely shape the region’s discourse (Frembgen 236). 
While locals make little distinction between eccentric behaviour and mental ill-
ness (Frembegn 242), many of  the individuals studied are mentally disordered, 
and some endure additional stigma for being poor and physically handicapped 
(Frembgen 246). 

The study found that the more benign designations of  faqir (lit. poor) 
and diwana (madman, entranced with love), both associated with a distinctly Sufi  
experience of  sacred madness, allow for the “transformation of  stigma into 
charisma” (Frembgen 246). The society perceives the so-called madness of  some 
individuals as a special closeness with the Divine (Frembgen 243), a perception 
which inspires awe and respect (Frembgen 243), with some even looking to these 
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for blessings (Frembgen 243). They additionally enjoy a certain socio-political 
immunity; even their most outrageous and controversial utterances are perceived 
and excused as divinely inspired truths (Frembgen 243). These individuals are 
“included in a unitary social frame” (Frembgen 246). Nonetheless, they remain 
so as marginal fi gures (Frembgen 245). Further, the popular interpretation of  
any aggressive behaviour by such individuals as jalal (a wild state of  divine rap-
ture) inspires a fearful attitude amongst locals (Frembgen 243). There is a ten-
dency to avoid jalali fi gures, out of  the fear of  provoking their “frenzied pas-
sion” (Frembgen 243). This attitude may be infl uenced by stories about powerful 
and intimidating jalali saints like Shams ud-Din Tabrizi (d.1248) and Lal Shahbaz 
Qalandar (d.1274) (Frembgen 244). Conversely, the study also notes a starkly 
different attitude of  “sheer indifference, combined with the growing tendency 
to ‘pathologise’” mentally disordered habitants in the city of  Gilgit (Frembgen 
240). Interestingly in the context of  this paper, this phenomenon corresponds 
to a decreasing presence of  Sufi  practice and beliefs in the city (Frembgen 245), 
although a direct cause-and-effect conclusion cannot be drawn without further 
study. For now, the division that grants pejorative designations like pagal, char-
latan or parasite to some and more benign designations like faqir and diwana to 
others appears quite arbitrary. Nonetheless, the discourse leftover from the area’s 
Sufi  past seems to render the connotations of  madness as social identity more 
malleable. If  nothing else, it creates a wider spectrum of  available identities that 
go beyond a sane versus insane binary. 

Of  course, in any worldly context, Sufi sm can only exist as one of  many 
available discourses with regards to madness. For example, the aforementioned 
study in Northern Pakistan notes that the mystic discourse in the region overlaps 
with that of  folk culture. Thus, certain mental disorders are perceived as being 
possessed by evil spirits (Frembgen 246). Further, the attitude towards mental 
illness in the region adheres to Islamic gender norms where the madness of  
men permeates public spaces and that of  women is concealed at home, veiled 
from the public eye (Frembgen 246). Another anthropologic study that examines 
psychotic speech patterns in Matlab (Bangladesh) also notes the social defi ni-
tion of  madness along gendered lines (Wilce 18). In this case, the public does 
not refer to Shefali, a local woman who claims to ride a pari (female spirit) every 
Thursday night, as divinely mad (Wilce 18). Nonetheless, Shefali gives healing 
advice to visitors when in a trance, and the public in turn honours “eccentricities 
[in Shefali] that they would otherwise not even tolerate” (Wilce 18). Quite pos-
sibly, Shefali would have ascended to the rank of  living saint if  not for prevailing 
gender roles4.  Therefore, in the outside world the Sufi  discourse negotiates with 
dominant norms, just as its poetics and theory negotiate with orthodoxy. 

Sufi sm thus provides a useful challenge to all systematic truths which 
conceal the complexity of  Reality. Whether negotiating with a religious, social 
or political system, Sufi sm somehow subverts dominant discourse but avoids a 
head-on clash. As a close investigation of  samples of  Sufi  theory, poetry, practice 
and infl uence shows, Sufi sm can effectively deconstruct “the binary opposition 
of  Truth and non-Truth” (Rahimi 418), a binary which forms the foundation 
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of  any rigid social structure. It thus also challenges the “systematic othering of  
all that it perceived to fall within the non-Truth” (Rahimi 418). In a worldview 
where otherness is the manifestation of  sameness, where all that is and can be 
perceived is and is not the Real, one discovers an unparalleled inclusion of  infi -
nite subjectivities. 

To Sufi s, the Real is maddeningly confusing. The Real cannot be contained 
in a narrow, human-made binary nor can it be known by the shallow rationality 
of  humankind. Systematic binaries like sane versus insane or real versus delusion 
are the comfortable abode of  rationality. However, the severe discomfort which 
these polarities cause for the thus labelled insane and the deluded should not 
be forgotten. After all, those deemed sane maintain their reality by oppressing 
deviant subjectivities. As Nietzsche once wrote “The will to a system is a lack 
of  integrity” (Nietzsche 8). Indeed, the honest courage to face the confusion of  
subjectivity may very well bring one closer to the Real than pretending society’s 
normative vision is objective and absolute.

NOTES

1.  Having consulted a number of  translations as well as the work in the 
original Persian, this author believes that Nicholson’s translation is truest 
to the spirit of  the verses. It is used throughout.
2.   The use of  binary terms such as normal/abnormal, sane/insane, and 
so on throughout this paper refers to the normative understanding of  
these terms, the same understanding which it is exactly the purpose of  
this article to problematize. As the discourse of  psychosis is framed in 
these terms, the author is constrained to use them. 
3.   As Isutzu explains Elias and Enoch “were two names given to one 
person in two different states. Enoch was a prophet before the time of  
Noah. He was raised high by God and was placed in the sphere of  the 
sun. His name was Enoch in that supreme position. Later he was sent 
down as an apostle to the Syrian town of  Baalbek. In that second state 
he was named Elias.” (Isutzu 15).
4.   Across the world, the discourse on madness often intersects with 
gender. Unfortunately, a closer look at this particularly signifi cant inter-
section between gender and madness is beyond the scope of  this paper.
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AUGUSTINE’S INTERPRETATION OF FAITH 
THROUGH FIDES

Lorna D’Sa

S t. Augustine’s refl ections on faith took many forms, but the most abundant 
source of  his writings on faith concern his conception of  faith as grace. 
However, because Augustine wrote in Latin, word selection becomes in-

trinsically important in the interpretation of  his writing; to understand the Latin 
word fi des is essential to completely understanding Augustine’s intended mean-
ing. The English translation of  “faith” loses some of  the connotations of  the 
Latin, and in turn there are aspects of  Augustine’s writings on faith (particularly 
in regards to grace) which are lost without an awareness of  the literal defi nition 
of  the Latin word. This paper will examine Augustine’s uses of  fi des to show how 
the implications of  the Latin are at odds with his desire to present faith as grace, 
thus leading to his lack of  clarity as he navigates the aporia of  how faith can be 
both God-given and an act of  human will.

In contemporary translations the Latin word fi des is translated into Eng-
lish as “faith,” usually implying “faith in God;” however, in ancient Rome, fi des 
was a mutual relation of  trust regarded similarly to a patron-client relationship. 
In a bond governed by fi des, the cliens (the weaker) assumes a fundamental ac-
knowledgement of  dependency upon the patronus (the stronger), who himself  
assumes a conscious acceptance of  responsibility for the weaker (Christ 10-12). 
Fides was an important concept in Roman society, denoting the need to maintain 
bonds of  trust with many others – whether through laws, treaties, or the literal 
patron-client relationships such as those existing between aristocrats and their 
dependents. This aspect of  fi des as a mutual relationship was so critical it was 
deifi ed, worshipped under the name Fides Publica Populi Romani Quiritium as the 
goddess of  trust. 

In terms of  Augustine, however, fi des both encompasses this literal mean-
ing of  mutual relationship and expands it into a further, religious meaning. When 
taken in terms of  God, fi des is the confi dence that God will remain faithful to 
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the promise he made to humanity. In this situation, God is the lender, and all of  
humanity is indebted to him (Sermones 158). In the religious sense, fi des can at 
fi rst be taken to be synonymous to credere1  in terms of  God – thus its modern 
connotation as simply “faith.” This fi des-as-credere defi nition, however, is insuf-
fi cient when it comes to Augustine’s most important (and problematic) writings 
on faith as grace (Dupont 193).

One of  Augustine’s main themes is his attempt to resolve these two con-
cepts in order to prove that fi des is indeed gratia, or “divine grace”. Gratia, by 
defi nition, must be granted by God freely, and is undeserved by the humans who 
receive it; “human good will follows grace and does not precede it” (Dupont 
105). Nothing, not even the good works that a human person does, could ever 
make them worthy of  true gratia, for it is given completely independently of  any 
human merit. Yet Augustine must resolve this undeserved aspect of  gratia with 
his attempt – admittedly occurring more in Augustine’s earlier writings than in 
his later ones – to prove that there is certainly a human aspect to fi des as well. 
To be clients to the patron of  God, after all, human beings must willingly enter 
into the patron-client relationship. Augustine attempts to account for both gratia 
and this element of  human will, at fi rst, by stating that those who believe in God 
desire to believe in God, and God molds this desire into faith without coercion 
(Augustine Contra Duas Epistulas Pelagianorum 1). Eugene Teselle explicates the 
human and divine elements of  fi des in Augustine’s writing by differentiating be-
tween three of  its aspects: credere Deum, credere Deo, and credere in Deum.

Credere Deum – “to believe God” - as explained by Teselle is the human 
pole of  fi des, representing the understanding of  the nature and content of  fi des 
(TeSelle 348-9). Augustine maintains that the nature of  faith be distinct from 
that of  knowledge; while that which we “know” must be based on the presence 
of  understanding, fi des – that which we believe – must be based on the absence 
thereof. Likewise, fi des differs from opinion and doubt, because to have faith is 
to be absolutely certain of  one’s faith. Moreover, it requires the assent of  the hu-
man person, for it is a state of  mind that leads to faith when we decide to believe 
the truths of  faith (Augustine De praedestinatione sanctorum 2).

TeSelle’s second explanation of fi des as credere Deo – to believe with or 
through God - encompasses both the human pole and the gratia pole of  fi des be-
cause it represents the role of  God in shaping an initial human desire to believe 
into actual fi des.  Under this classifi cation, Augustine explains faith as the result 
of  the balance between the priority of  gratia and the reality of  human desire (Du-
pont 98). In other words, fi des is voluntary in that one must desire to believe, but 
prior to this desire, one must be fi rst called by God, for as Jesus says in John 6:44, 
“no one can come to me unless drawn by the father.” Nevertheless, this calling 
does not necessarily lead to fi des; rather, the calling via gratia creates a source of  
delight, which stimulates voluntary assent from the human person (TeSelle 349). 
Augustine here stresses that gratia is given in order that one believe, not to one 
who already believes, emphasizing the priority of  the gratia without which there 
can be no fi des (Augustine Contra Duas Epistulas Pelagianorum 1).
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TeSelle’s argument regarding fi des as credere in Deum – belief  in God – ex-
plains the fi nal aspect of  fi des through gratia. In Augustine’s earlier writings, he 
explains faith as incomplete because it is always seeking gratia, which he calls fi des 
impetratio: literally “faith seeking.” Further into Augustine’s writing, fi des is given a 
more direct role in the justifi cation of  a human person, for “That which the law 
seeks, fi des seeks.”2  Augustine explains faith thus as a form of  iustitia, or justice; 
ergo, because it is a human act, it can be considered a virtuous habit of  human 
will (Dupont 99). In other words, fi des is shown to be associated with justice, for 
both faith and justice operate as a result of  gratia; to be justifi ed as a human is 
to have sought and found fi des. That faith is a human act also means that human 
faith can be mutable. For this reason, Augustine differentiates between the act of  
faith and the content of  faith, where to have true faith requires the act, formed 
by human desire, to be formed by the content, with the content being Christ, the 
Scriptures, the Church, etc. (Augustine In Iohannis evangelium tractatus).

As Augustine gets into the Pelagian controversy, though, his writing seems 
to emphasize more and more the arbitrary nature of  human will and desire, and 
the importance of  fi des as donum Dei – given by God. Gratia, as mentioned before, 
is defi nitely granted without any consideration of  human merit whatsoever, and 
it is only through gratia that one can receive fi des. In his De spiritu et littera 60, Au-
gustine explains fi des to be part of  the potential of  the human person, and this 
potential is itself  given by God; likewise, the actual willingness to believe is itself  
a gift of  God, where it is up to the human “to consent to the calling of  God or 
to dissent from it.”3   Nevertheless, a problem remains: if  God chooses to give 
willingness to believe as a gift, then free will does not affect fi des, for even the 
desire to believe is not freely willed but given as a gift of  God (Drecoll). There-
fore, fi des comes entirely from gratia, and so cannot be merited in any way by 
humans.4  As such, here is where Augustine comes to his claim that people come 
to faith solely through praedestinatio divina – divine predestination (Augustine De 
praedestinatione sanctorum 8). 

This recourse to divine predestination is not entirely satisfactory for Au-
gustine, however. In his early writings, at least, Augustine fi rmly believes that fi des 
is never acquired against the human will and that in life, humans must always be 
seeking a more correct and mature faith. He thus establishes two states of  fi des: 
initium fi dei (an initiation into faith) and perseverantia (literally perseverance; the 
maintenance of  the act of  faith), both of  which he establishes as human capaci-
ties. These are both, however, given as gifts from God via divine predestination, 
rather than as any result of  human will (Augustine De praedestinatione sanctorum 
19). In Augustine’s earlier sermons, he articulates this human role in fi des: after 
gratia is given, even though they have been gifted with perseverantia human will 
begins to deteriorate because of  original sin.5  Thus, even though God makes the 
person believe, he cannot do so to the exclusion of  the human person (Augus-
tine Contra duas epistulas Pelaginorum 1). The human person is given some limited 
role in the path to fi des, but this role is never given with much clarity. Especially 
when one takes into account his views on fi des as necessarily resulting from di-
vine predestination, Augustine’s focus in his later writings on fi des as a gift of  
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God thus suggests that the human role in fi des, if  it even remains extant at all, is 
extremely minimal. If  the human truly does play such a limited role in fi des, this 
would imply that, indeed, fi des simply is gratia.

The lack of  a human role complicates the very defi nition of  fi des as a 
patron-client relationship, for this relationship exists without any actual role on 
the part of  the client: humanity. That is, the relationship is divinely predestined 
– yet how can humanity uphold their part in this promise, this mutual bond of  
trust, if  they have no role in coming to fi des? This inability to account for human 
freedom in terms of  gratia explains Augustine’s reluctance to completely deny 
the role of  human merit. There certainly exists some aspect of  fi des that is gratia, 
for such must be granted prior to any good will, and good will only follows from 
fi des. However, it seems that for fi des to literally be what it is, a patron-client re-
lationship, one cannot take it to be gratia because gratia completely neglects the 
duty of  the client in the relationship. Thus Augustine’s attempt to reconcile these 
two concepts: fi rst the human desires to believe (which Augustine explains as 
the human aspect of  fi des), second that fi des is only actually produced when God 
molds that desire into the belief  itself. It is this desire for fi des itself  that allows 
mankind as clients to serve a role in the relationship of  fi des.

The modern connotation ascribed to fi des neglects this aporia in Augus-
tine’s writing. The notion of  humanity as the willing clients of  God- as-patron 
does not enter into a simple account of  human belief. In the literal defi nition 
of  fi des, however, which is certainly the one that Augustine would have based his 
writing on as a native Latin speaker, the concept of  fi des yet retains this mutual 
relation of  trust existing between patron and client. This mutuality is why, in 
Augustine’s writing, his view that fi des is gratia is so complex and contradictory, 
explaining his diffi culty in coming up with a clear response on the human role 
in fi des.

Although Augustine does move away from a consideration of  human 
merit in fi des in his later writings, he can never fully put it aside because of  the 
very nature of  the mutual relationship that fi des necessarily entails. As he exam-
ines fi des more closely, its gratia aspect gains more and more precedence. God 
is omnipotent, and it is only through the act of  his divine gratia that both of  
the capacities required for fi des, the initium fi dei and the perseverantia, are brought 
about. It is tempting, then, to take fi des to mean gratia simply, in that the divine 
predestination of  God is required for all aspects of  fi des to come about at all. 
Nevertheless, it seems Augustine can never quite refuse the human will, for even 
though God grants humans all their capacities for fi des through divine predesti-
nation, human assent must be given so that humans can uphold their end of  the 
promise that is fundamentally fi des.
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NOTES

1.  “To believe”
2.   “id, quod lex imperat, fi des impetrat”
3.   “consentire autem vocationi Dei vela ab ea dissentire.”
4.   The Pelagian controversy comes into play here, for Augustine accuses 
the Pelagians of  reducing gratia to free will in his De gratia Christi et de 
peccato originali.
5.   The priority of  grace is a gift of  God, but after it is given, because 
we are human we are sinful as a result of  the primordial “fall;” from 
that point forward, human will to desire to believe in God wears away 
continuously. 
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DO ALL ROADS LEAD TO AWAKENING? 
Comparing Mahamudra Discourses in Paddampa Sangya’s 

Zhije and Machig Labdrön’s Chöd

Dalia Ramirez-Côté
 

The emergence of  tantric Buddhism in early medieval India led to the de-
velopment of  teachings that were then practiced and transmitted from 
guru to disciple, effectively transforming the religious landscape of  its 

country of  origin. As tantras and their commentaries developed a vocabulary of  
liberation, the term Mahamudra, with its multiple meanings and complex history, 
eventually came to stand out. Whether conceived of  as referring to insight into 
the luminous, empty nature of  mind, a sexual consort, meditation practices lead-
ing to awakening, or awakening itself, the “Great Seal” became ingrained in the 
religious discourses of  the centuries that followed. 

The second dissemination of  Buddhism to Tibet allowed for Mahamudra 
as a term to be adopted and propagated in different ways; particularly interesting 
instances of  this occurred through the fi gures of  Padampa Sangye1  and Machig 
Labdrön, who developed their own instructions concerning Mahamudra with 
their systems of  Zhije and Chöd, respectively. As such, the following paper will 
attempt to unravel the various doctrinal questions each system raises by ana-
lyzing and later contrasting the ways in which each master sought to transmit 
their Mahamudra instructions. An overview of  Padampa’s system will inform a 
more specifi c analysis of  the elements at play in his teaching of  the Great Seal. 
The same will be done with Machig and the Chöd practices she is said to have 
developed, after which it will be possible to engage in a more directly compara-
tive project in order to better understand the two fi gures. Although the research 
remains preliminary, such a comparison allows an important step forward in 
locating both Padampa and Machig within the tradition, underscoring especially 
their relevance to later developments. 
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PADAMPA’S ZHIJE

The life of  Padampa Sangye as presented in the literature is, like most Ti-
betan religious biographies, replete with miracles and historical improbabilities. 
Without diving too deeply into these issues,  there is general scholarly consensus 
that the “little black acarya” hailed from South India and spent the last twenty 
years of  his life teaching in Dingri (Aziz “The Work of  Pha-dam-pa” 21; Edou 
31-32; Nyima 158).2  This Indian teacher is best known for having developed the 
Pacifi cation of  Suffering (Zhije) tradition, a set of  loosely connected teachings 
that Gö Lotsawa describes as bringing “a speedy alleviation of  the sufferings 
of  those who, by the infl uence of  their former lives, are affl icted in body, tor-
mented by diseases, poverty-stricken, tormented by devils. […] For this reason it 
was called sDug-bsnal Zi-byed or the ‘Alleviator of  Sufferings’” (Roerich 867). 
Janet Gyatso writes that these teachings consist of  a wide range of  esoteric 
instructions relating to yogic meditation and realization (Gyatso 327).  Zhije is 
traditionally divided into three distinct lineages, namely the early, middle, and late 
transmissions, each with specifi c practices and instructions that were granted to 
different sets of  disciples (Roerich 875; Nyima 159-160). Taking into account 
Davidson’s point that “the twenty years he spent in Dingri were the most sig-
nifi cant, and most of  the documents and traditions attributed to him stem from 
this time” (Davidson 246), the remainder of  this paper will only be concerned 
with the late transmission, partly because it is the one associated with Machig 
Labdrön, whose contributions will be analyzed later on. The later Zhije teachings 
were, most notably, given to Padampa’s heart disciple Kunga, who wrote down 
a number of  his teacher’s instructions for posterity (Davidson 248; Molk 18). 

Zhije teachings did not emerge ex nihilo, but were infl uenced by the Per-
fection of  Wisdom literature. Barbara Aziz discusses this connection by defi ning 
Zhije as a “Prajnaparamita-derived philosophy [holding] that everything issues 
out of  our own consciousness, even visions of  our protective deities. Through 
meditative accomplishments […] one realises these visions are mere creations 
of  our unconquered thought.” (Aziz “Indian Philosopher” 25). This emphasis 
on wisdom is clear in Padampa’s otherwise puzzling instructions, as will be il-
lustrated in subsequent sections It is also valuable to consider Gö Lotsawa’s 
understanding of  the relation between these and Mahamudra:

The Doctrines which belonged to the ‘Later’ Lineage (of  
the Zi-byed) were called […] ‘The Cycle of  Methods of  Drops 
of  the Immaculate Mahamudra.’ (Here the term) Mahamudra 
denotes the Mahamudra doctrine of  Maitri-pa, because Dam-pa 
Sans-rgyas has been a personal disciple of  Maitri-pa. (The term) 
‘Immaculate’ means the sayings of  Dam-pa. (The word) ‘method’ 
means the methods of  the precepts which differed slightly from 
those of  the other doctrines. These precepts by their nature be-
long to the Prajnaparamita but follow the Tantric system. (Roerich 
976-977) 
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Ronald Davidson remarks that the work left behind by Padampa stands 
out as anomalous by Indian standards, since it refl ects Tibetan social realities and 
images (Davidson 247). As such, Zhije walks the fi ne line between innovation 
and adherence to tradition.

The last feature to note before turning to Padampa’s approach to Maha-
mudra is the lack of  systematization that characterizes the tradition. According 
to Davidson, Zhije is an unusual system not because of  its multiple lineages, but 
because it is not associated with any particular core teachings (Davidson 248). 
Rather than develop a formal structure through which to instruct his students, 
Padampa preferred to adapt his techniques according to the individual student’s 
needs and character (Roerich 913).3  As Dan Martin argues, “Phadampa taught 
a form of  meditation-based Buddhism with no prerequisite training in syllo-
gistic reasoning and sophisticated scriptural exegesis, and therefore much more 
accessible to people in general” (Martin “The Woman Illusion?” 75), a feature 
consonant with the fact that he carried out his teaching career well outside the 
monastic institutions.

PADAMPA’S TEACHINGS ON MAHAMUDRA

Although there are few explicit references to Mahamudra in Padampa’s 
teachings, the notes recorded by Kunga self-consciously align Zhije with the 
Great Seal tradition, beginning with the work’s title, Mahamudra Teachings in Sym-
bols. According to Martin, “Padampa, like other Great Sealing teachers, advo-
cated a voluntary but radical disentanglement from social ties as a prerequisite 
for eventually seeing through the delusions of  conventional life” (Martin “Pad-
ampa Sangye” 110). This is manifested in Padamp’as insistence that “pain grants 
realization. Pain is a goad for perseverance. Pain brings mindfulness of  death. 
Pain makes us lose confi dence in our illusions. Because of  pain we do not think 
our present life is permanent. Pain makes us turn away from worldly preoccupa-
tions. […] Without suffering, there will be no revulsion [from samsara]” (qtd in 
Martin “The Woman Illusion?” 79). Additionally, Aziz rightly suggests that “one 
of  the main thrusts of  Pha Dampa’s instruction was ‘practice,’ and that he urged 
his followers to exchange their scholarly searches and writings for a meditative 
experience” (Aziz “Indian Philosopher” 25). 

In a style reminiscent of  that of  the mahasiddha traditions, Padampa “did 
anything whatsoever discordant with ‘conventional’ conduct. To show that at-
tachment to worldly views must be cut [sic]” (Molk 179). His physical appear-
ance, and, more precisely, his naked body, came to signal not only Padampa’s own 
realization and lack of  attachment, but also the body’s transformation into a di-
dactic instrument. His speech indications reveal that “when asked, ‘If  you would 
put on some clothing, how nice would it be!’ he said, ‘Bring me clothes that have 
not come into existence, that have not been woven!’” (Molk 189). By turning 
the exchange into a lesson on dependent arising and emptiness, Padampa brings 
to light his students’ worldly conventions while presenting them with an insight 
into the workings of  a mind that is no longer constrained by conceptuality and 
duality. More directly to the point, he insisted that “if  you were able to go naked, 
how silk, wool, and tsampa would rain from the sky!” (Molk 183) and also held 
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that “for the skinny-assed yogi who smells like rotten tsampa, there’s no misfor-
tune at all!” (Molk 281). Such statements further stress the yogic, nonmonastic 
tradition Padampa championed (Samuel 278) and is the site of  yet another com-
parison between him and the great poet-saint Milarepa (Chang 606-614, Milarepa 
101-105). They are also refl ective of  his type of  engagement with Mahamudra. 
For the Indian teacher, pursuing wealth and prestige, especially under the guise 
of  a religious life, was antithetical to realizing the true nature of  the mind (Molk 
203). When asked whether one could become a householder if  one engaged in 
it with a pure view, he replied “If  you are discordant with public opinion, that is 
pure view” (Molk 206)4,  which again points to the Indian siddhas with whom he 
was familiar and explains his antinomian behavior.

While Padampa did not promote a ritual-centered approach to Mahamu-
dra, it is appropriate to consider the performative nature of  his teaching style 
in those terms despite the challenge it might pose to generally accepted views 
regarding the nature of  ritual. David Molk articulates a similar point by noting 
that “the Mahamudra in Symbols text is unique in being an extraordinary record of  
nonverbal teachings and Zen koan-like pronouncements from an Indian mahasid-
dha” (Molk 19). The apophatic, sometimes apparently nonsensical assertions he 
makes turn into ways of  engaging his disciples in an experiential way. Padampa 
was certainly aware that Mahamudra is associated with meditative practice, but 
delighting in the power of  paradox, he would choose to say, “if  ‘meditation’ oc-
curs, destroy it! Now, will you develop pride in that! Old meditation becomes 
conceptual! The old tadpole becomes a frog!” (Molk 276). Yet another exchange 
brings to the fore his predilection for teaching his students through confusion 
and contradiction; a common enough exchange has him answering “Dampa, 
what does mahamudra mean?” with “It’s what being free of  mental activity is 
called!” (Molk 289). 

Padampa was also concerned with the potential reifi cation of  instructions 
on the true nature of  mind:

“What are all the four views and meditations?” Dampa in-
structed, “Do you have any stages to classify? I have no stages! It’s 
as if, by separating from referent objects, all is complete! Casting 
off  self  and completion of  Dharma are simultaneous. Exhaus-
tion of  desire and collection of  wealth are simultaneous! Destruc-
tion of  pride of  mind and clearance of  spirit harm are simultane-
ous! Enlightenment and liberation of  samsara are simultaneous!” 
(Molk 280).

The nature, although not the style, of  his statements again echoes the In-
dian siddhas’ utterances. This similarity is no mere coincidence, since Padampa 
is said to have brought the anthologies of  the mahasiddha Saraha’s songs to Tibet 
(Schaeffer 88). In his excellent study on Saraha, Kurtis Schaeffer explains that:

While both symbolic songs and expressions of  realization are operating 
under the same apophatic strictures, in which the ultimate realization cannot by 
defi nition be named, symbolic songs implicitly put this into practice by taking 
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riddles around the intended subject (“An iron boulder is diffi cult to roll uphill!”), 
whereas expressions of  realization come right out and exclaim, “you can’t call it 
this, you can’t call it that!” (Schaeffer 90). Padampa can be said to have enjoyed 
both modes of  expression.

Perhaps even more fascinating than the speech instructions, the Signs In-
dications recorded by Kunga is a unique document that speaks even more to the 
performative nature of  Padampa’s style of  teaching. Indeed, this text would be 
extremely diffi cult to analyze were it not for Kunga’s editorial additions, which 
provide his interpretation of  the teaching. While there is no absolute evidence 
available on this point, his close relationship to Padampa suggests that his teach-
er approved of  his understanding before the teachings were disseminated. Again, 
these are highly performative in nature and probably defy the student’s expecta-
tions:

When asked about the meaning of  ultimate reality, he 
bound up his mouth with a sling. To indicate that dharmata is 
beyond speech or expression. He blew a mantra on a rhinoceros 
horn and transformed it into gold. To reveal that all appearances 
are the manifestation of  the unceasing energy of  awareness. He 
then took it in his hand and it turned to ashes. To show that it is 
empty of  true existence. (Molk 177). 

Teaching Mahamudra in these ways, Padampa Sangye advocated for a radi-
cal transformation of  the mind that he exemplifi ed and embodied. 

MACHIG’S CHÖD

Alternately presented as an Indian pandit who decided to take rebirth as 
a woman in Tibet, an emanation of  the goddess Prajnaparamita, a dakini, and 
an incarnation of  Arya Tara (Edou 3-6), Machig Labdrön is another fascinat-
ing character in the history of  Tibetan Buddhism. Unsurprisingly, the historical 
record on her life also proves to be problematic.5  Geoffrey Samuel notes that 
“Machig was the only female lama to found a major teaching lineage, although 
women in Tibet have regularly taken up yogic practice” (Samuel 478), and she is 
thus highly revered for developing the meditative system of  Chöd, also referred 
to as Cutting. That there exists a close connection between the schools of  Zhije 
and Chöd is beyond dispute (Nyima 165; Edou 36; Harding 32-33). The practice 
of  Chöd was eventually integrated within a Kagyu monastic context (Nyima 
156), which Azi presents as follows: “Although these traditions are both well 
known, they have to a large degree lost their distinctions as schools due to their 
assimilation into wider Tibetan religious traditions, each of  which has variously 
interpreted them. The gcod seems to be the stronger tradition today, most vigor-
ously propounded by adepts of  the Ka-gyu School” (Aziz “Indian Philosopher” 
25). Martin proposes that “like the early Zhije, Cutting was an esoteric move-
ment, perhaps best described as a cluster of  lineages, not tied to any of  the 
established sects” (Martin “Padampa Sangye” 119). 

The contentious issue concerns whether Machig was a direct disciple of  
Padampa Sangye. Episodes in the biographical literature similar to the below 
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attest to real life encounters after which Machig would have started developing 
her practices:

Labrön later inquired of  him, “How am I to act for the sake 
of  living beings?” 

[He replied in verse:]
“Turn away from all negative aims and eradicate all resistance.
Cultivate what seems impossible to you,
Cut through entanglements and recognize your desires.
Wander in desolate places that inspire fear.
Understand that all beings are similar to empty space.
While in the wilderness, look for the Buddha within yourself
And your teaching will be like a sun illuminating space!” (Edou 131).6   

As Padampa is believed to have brought Chöd instructions from India and 
to have imparted them to his disciples as Zhije practices, insisting on a direct 
relationship between the two masters would help legitimate the Indic origins 
(and by extension, the validity) of  Machig’s system. However, modern schol-
ars like Gyatso argue that “much more is made of  her receipt of  Gcod from 
Dampa’s student Skyo-ston Bsod-nams bla-ma, who is described as her ‘root 
guru’” (Gyatso 332). Whether Machig received her fi rst instructions on Chöd 
from Padampa or not, the two share similar sources in earlier Indian literature, 
most notably the Perfection of  Wisdom literature. Gyatso points out that “Gcod 
is traditionally linked specifi cally to the teachings of  the Prajnaparamita and the 
cultivation (spyod yul, a pun on gcod yul found often in the Gcod literature) of  the 
six paramitas” (Gyatso 324). Edou mentions four texts as foundational to Chöd 
before Machig’s advent, among which is the Pacifi cation of  Suffering by Padampa 
Sangye (Edou 29).7  The practice of  offering the body, which will be delved into 
shortly, is certainly not unknown in earlier Buddhism (Edou 54), but the Chöd 
tradition remains a religious phenomenon with an identity of  its own that is for 
the most part Machig’s own creation (Orofi no 396). 

Chöd practices are famous for their gruesome imagery and bloody sacri-
fi ces, which has led many early scholars to overemphasize the potential shaman-
istic elements of  the practice.8   Giacomella Orofi no seeks to appreciate the full 
complexity of  the tradition, noting that “it is based on a complex literature that 
incorporated texts on dance, chanting, ritual music, the nature of  mystic hal-
lucinations and visions, geomancy, exorcising, curing plagues, and funeral rites” 
(Orofi no 396). A very basic overview of  the ritual is as follows: “the practitioner 
should voluntarily seek out situations and locations that call forth fear and emo-
tional disturbance, so as to be able to cut through them as soon as they appear” 
(Edou 57). There, the Chöd practitioner or chodpa should engage in meditation 
practices in which one invites hordes of  demons to feast on one’s fl esh and 
blood. According to Sarah Harding, “this part of  Chöd is not about the theoreti-
cal understanding of  emptiness that is cultivated […] rather it is about putting 
that theory to an extreme test, face to face with whatever horrifi es” (Harding 55). 
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The layers of  meaning are obviously multiple. Thuken Losang Chokyi Nyima 
describes the aim of  Chöd as severing selfi shness “by love, compassion, and the 
awakening mind; the root of  samsara is severed by the view of  emptiness; and 
the four maras are severed by both in common” (Nyima 165). This description 
suggests an interplay between wisdom and compassion that will be investigated 
below.

MACHIG TEACHING MAHAMUDRA

Like Padampa (or perhaps more rightly to Kunga), Machig promoted her 
system as the Chöd of  Mahamudra (Harding 154), drawing a clear connection 
between her teachings and a set of  practices and ideas that went back to earlier 
Indian tantric Buddhism. The emphasis on gods and demons, as previously men-
tioned, is a striking feature of  her instructions. While they are often mistakenly 
believed to be real creatures, gods and demons are to be understood in this sys-
tem as projections of  the mind, a particularly creative way in which to convey 
the realization of  Mahamudra as the blissful, empty nature of  self  and other. In 
her Complete Explanation, Machig clarifi es this point by insisting that “‘gods and 
demons, the two,’ there is but one singular substance. There is only a difference 
in awareness and [its absence,] ignorance. […] In the authentic, absolute truth, 
there are no gods and demons. You should know the view of  the inherently pure 
dimension of  reality unblemished by stains of  ripening karma” (Harding 133). 
A number of  scholars have pointed out that it is more correct to translate the 
Tibetan term lha’dre as god-demon. To suggest a separate identity for the two 
entities is incorrect, for what is apparently helpful can turn into an obstacle, and 
vice versa (Edou 63; Harding 39). It is only when their identity is understood that 
the practitioner will be able to abide by Machig’s suggestion: “The body? Drop 
it as if  it were a corpse. Leave it as if  it had no owner. Mind? Let it [be] as if  it 
were the sky. Leave it alone as if  it had no object” (Edou 49).

If  considerable emphasis is placed on wisdom within the practice of  
Chöd, Machig still aligns herself  with the other central principle of  Mahayana 
thought in her instructions on Mahamudra, which suggests the importance of  
orthodoxy if  not orthopraxy. The cultivation of  compassion is also necessary, 
for the deepest insights into the nature of  reality and awakening can only occur 
through the conjunction of  the two. At its most basic level, Chöd is about elimi-
nating self-grasping, the primordial demon that causes the apparent emergence 
of  all others. Harding remarks that “compassion is the important part here, for 
it is compassion that ultimately undermines self-fi xation” (Harding 55). Gö Lot-
sawa also insists that “the followers of  the gCod-system observe the above four 
religious injunctions, that is, they (accept) the theory of  abiding in the Void, they 
(cultivate) compassion by not abandoning living beings, they (observe) the moral 
rule of  the Bodhisattvas of  acting according to one’s word, and they strive for 
the blessings of  the Sugata” (Roerich 981). Mahamudra is thus still taught within 
strict doctrinal parameters.

Specifi c objects are intended as ritual implements in the practice of  Chöd. 
Once the practitioner has found an appropriately terrifying spot, a human thigh-
bone is used to call upon the demons and invite them to start feasting on one’s 
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body. The two-sided drum that is also central to the ritual reminds the chodpa 
of  the sound of  impermanence, and more importantly, of  the empty nature of  
the self  being offered and of  the demons feasting on it (Edou 63). However, the 
realizations these objects help bring about should be tested to determine if  they 
are genuine, as Machig is quite critical of  complacency when practicing:

Some common people have glimpses and concentrations 
of  a mere emptiness or mere clarity of  the characteristic of  real 
mind. Then those ignoramuses call it “mahamudra.” Those who 
practice such a mahamudra without knowing that it is just the 
characteristic of  unreal mind are idiots practicing a dharma sys-
tem of  fools. Pay no attention to it. Fling far away from it (Hard-
ing 115).

The specifi city of  the ritual objects anticipates the analysis of  the rigid 
structure of  Chöd that will follow.

The texts on Chöd make it clear that Machig lays out her teachings in a 
highly systematic fashion. While one can take note of  Orofi no’s point that “in 
this system … cutting off  the ego takes on a very specifi c connotation, as it is 
based not so much on philosophical speculation as on ritual procedure” (Oro-
fi no 398), it would seem unadvisable to overemphasize the last point, as Chöd is 
based on a sophisticated understanding of  wisdom and compassion. Although 
it would be too lengthy and not necessarily pertinent to review all of  the steps 
involved in Chod practice, it is still necessary to understand that these cannot be 
taken up at any time or in any way one wants. Numerous commentaries specify 
the nature of  the teachings and the way in which they are to be performed. Many 
texts warn the potential practitioner of  the need for a qualifi ed guru fi rst to es-
tablish whether one is fi t to engage in the practice, and then to carefully guide 
one along the way (Harding 49). Chöd is understood to be one of  the most dan-
gerous practices in Vajrayana Buddhism, and can seriously affect the unprepared 
practitioner’s mental health. Still, Machig insists on the great potential her system 
holds: “Listen, son. My dharma system, Mahamudra Chöd, is much better than 
other teachings. […] It is an uncommon, distinctive dharma doctrine, a teaching 
of  esoteric instruction unlike the others. […] It does not come to fruition at a 
much later time; rather it is an instruction for complete awakening in one life 
and one body” (Harding 109-110). With such a statement, Machig reinforces the 
general goals of  Vajrayana Buddhism and is in agreement with the Mahamudra 
literature of  Indian Buddhism that emphasizes the rapidity with which one can 
possibly become liberated.

TEACHING MAHAMUDRA: A COMPARISON

As already noted, the historical evidence does not unanimously attest to 
a direct connection between the fi gures of  Padampa and Machig. However, the 
doctrinal similarities that have been emphasized make it important to contrast 
the two teachers’ approaches to teaching and place them in perspective. The ways 
in which each tradition attempts to portray itself, legitimize its existence, and 
address potential controversies speaks to the nature of  the traditions and their 
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approaches to Mahamudra. While some connections could be restated more 
strongly and new ones offered, the remainder of  this section will be limited to 
highlighting important differences.

The fact that Padampa was known for adapting his teachings to the in-
dividual who requested them has already been outlined, but it is nevertheless 
important to bring it more into direct contrast with Machig’s own system. While 
it might not sound too radical for a guru to adjust pedagogically to the individual 
student’s needs, the overall lack of  systematization of  Zhije allowed Padampa to 
embody skillful means. Such teaching techniques had the potential to reinforce 
his authority as a teacher by showing his ability to determine how each practi-
tioner might proceed as quickly as possible on the path towards awakening. The 
Blue Annals highlights this point when reporting the following: 

Dam-pa said: ‘The Bodhisattva Kun-dga’ belongs to the 
type of  individuals of  gradual (spiritual) development.’ […] Dam-
pa said: ‘The bla-ma rDzon-pa belongs to the type of  individuals 
of  spontaneous (spiritual) development.’ He introduced him to 
the single initiation of  the Mahamudra, and established him on 
the path. […] He introduced Za-ma, sister and brother, to both 
the types of  individual, that of  the spontaneous and that of  the 
gradual (spiritual) development (Roerich 914). 

Interestingly, this passage also suggests the variety of  ways in which Ma-
hamudra might be approached by Padampa, a topic that is beyond the scope of  
this investigation but is nevertheless worth mentioning..

The various texts associated with Padampa do not appear to be overly 
concerned with grounding him in other traditions, excluding the lists of  the 
gurus he studied under. A common feature in Tibetan biographies, these lists 
do not mark Padampa’s case as any different in this respect. The instructions re-
corded by Kunga do not appeal to other systems or teachers, and Padampa’s style 
seems to be one that is far from being concerned with orthodoxy, something his 
apophatic utterances make clear. The connection between Padampa and Saraha 
discussed earlier is signifi cant when considering the former’s style of  teaching, 
and indeed Gö Lotsawa lists Saraha as the fi rst of  Padampa’s eleven Mahamudra 
gurus (Roerich 869). However, the tradition remains remarkably silent on issues 
of  legitimacy.

Turning back to Machig, that her system follows a set order of  medita-
tions and practices that is not to be modifi ed may have another purpose than to 
protect the overly confi dent practitioner from themselves. Despite the unusual 
and shocking elements that are associated with Chöd, Machig’s teachings read 
more like a traditional meditation manual in the Tibetan tradition than the work 
of  a visionary mystic. She does not confound and does not push her disciples’ 
mind beyond conceptuality, as Padampa is often portrayed doing. It might be 
argued that such pedagogical techniques would be unnecessary, considering the 
radical elements already present within Chöd, but it is still striking to see how 
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organized and to the point her instructions are when compared to Padampa’s. It 
might thus be argued that her way of  teaching is in no way as unconventional. 

Machig’s system is explicitly brought in line not only with Mahamudra 
in general, but also with the Nyingma system of  Dzogchen (Great Perfection) 
when Machig states that “the fruit of  my tradition is the great perfection of  all 
phenomena, for all apparent phenomena of  samsara and nirvana can only be 
perfected in the mind. [….] In other words [it is] the Great Perfection” (Edou 
46). There seems to be a real concern with legitimizing the tradition, a suggestion 
Gyatso reinforces when she observes that “in at least one Gcod cycle we even 
fi nd Saraha, forefather of  the Mahamudra, as an envisioned source of  Gcod” 
(Gyatso 324-325). This reference to Saraha also evokes her potential connection 
to an Indian teacher, who would most likely be Padampa. When clarifying the 
meaning of  her teachings, Machig states the following: “This dharma system of  
mine called Mahamudra Chöd combines the meaning of  sutras of  transcendent 
knowledge and the tantras of  supreme inner Secret Mantra into a single arena” 
(Harding 204). The blend of  sutra and tantra in Mahamudra immediately evokes 
Gampopa, a contemporary of  Machig, which raises in turn the question as to 
whether she was aware of  these developments, improvised them on her own, 
or whether this particular commentary is a later addition that refl ects Chöd’s 
gradual integration into the fold of  Kagyu practices.

A possible interpretation would suggest that the differences between Zhije 
and Chöd were perhaps self-consciously emphasized by proponents of  the lat-
ter in order to project an image of  religious orthodoxy that was not compatible 
with Padampa Sangye’s highly unusual style of  teaching. Machig’s biographies 
mention that as Chöd gained in prominence, “three Indians skilled in the yoga 
of  fl eet-footedness […] were sent by their colleagues in Varanasi to determine 
whether Ma-gcig was an incarnation of  the mother of  all Buddhas or of  an evil 
demon” (Gyatso 333). While Padampa was also occasionally the subject of  criti-
cism, Machig clearly faced a level of  suspicion that was probably heightened by 
the fact that she was both a woman and a Tibetan. It is not possible at this time 
to draw more conclusive remarks regarding this question, but future research 
could present interesting insights into Machig’s contestations with Tibetan re-
ligious institutions as it may be key to understanding her particular framing of  
Chöd.

CONCLUSION

While there are important historical and doctrinal overlaps between 
the Zhije and Chöd traditions, their respective founders, Padampa Sangye and 
Machig Labdrön, took quite different routes when the time came to transmit 
their insight and realization. The tradition of  the Indian mahasiddhas is clearly at 
play in Padampa’s case, and his style of  teaching Mahamudra is a testament to 
his impressive personality and capacity as a guru. However, charisma and insight 
appear not to have been enough to carry his practices across the ages. Machig 
Ladrön, on the other hand, presented a radical set of  meditation practices that 
refl ected the Tibetan milieu of  which she was fully a part. The more conven-
tional presentation of  Chöd could be the result of  the dangerous nature of  
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its teachings, or perhaps could be refl ective of  the unstable grounds on which 
Machig found herself  as an innovative religious fi gure who happened to be a 
woman. This paper could only be a cursory treatment of  a vast literature; other 
themes, such as meditation on the guru, need to be accounted for. Overall, such 
a comparative project allows one to appreciate the complexity of  individuals’ 
relationship to wider religious systems, to notice trends, patterns and departures 
in doctrines and didactic methods and to marvel in this particular case at the 
vastness the term Mahamudra came to encompass in the context of  eleventh 
century Tibet.

NOTES

1.  Although Wylie remains the most common transliteration system for 
the Tibetan language, the Tibetan names and terms in this paper have 
been subjected to Romanization for the reader’s ease. Direct quotes 
retain the transliterations used by their various authors.
2.   Many biographies insist on the fact that Padampa travelled to Tibet 
on at least fi ve occasions (Aziz “Indian Philosopher” 35; Davidson 246) 
and that he proceeded all the way to China as well, with some sources 
equating Padampa with the fi gure of  Bodhidharma (Edou 32). Adding 
to the historical conundrum is the fact that Padampa is held to be none 
other than the great Indian scholar Kamalasila (Aziz “Indian Philoso-
pher” 30).  
3. It has been speculated that might be part of  the reason why the tradi-
tion did not manage to survive. Gö Lotsawa states that “[his] disciples 
have scattered, and therefore were unable to continue the Lineage” (Ro-
erich 871). Edou draws a parallel with Milarepa, whose teachings would 
have probably faced a similar fate had Gampopa not developed a Kagyu 
monastic tradition around them (Edou 7-8).
4.   As a side note, Davidson observes that in the slightly later movement 
of  the ‘mad saints’, Padampa’s lineage and other records “list an aston-
ishing number of  ‘crazies’ (smyon-pa) associated with both the Zhiche and 
Cho systems” (Davidson 331).
5.   For a detailed biography, see Edou 1996.
6.   See also Molk 137-138.
7.   The other three are The Grand Poem on the Perfection of  Wisdom by 
Aryadeva the Brahmin, The Single Taste of  Naropa and The Elimination of  
Confusion by Padmasambhava (Edou 29).
8.   See Edou 8-11 for an overview of  the history of  Chöd in the West.
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BOOK REVIEW
Evolutions of the Historiography of the Darwin Debate

Rachael Ripley

Popular narratives about the history of  Charles Darwin’s theory of  evolution 
typically locate it at the centre of  a power struggle between religion and sci-
ence, two institutions defi ned as in perennial and natural confl ict with one 

another. The introduction, and eventual acceptance, of  the theory of  evolution 
took place in a complex historical context that involved the overlap of  scientifi c 
paradigms, religious practices, and political power. Fidelity to this history de-
mands a reconsideration of  the roles that science and religion each played in the 
initial contestation, and eventual acceptance, of  Darwin’s theory.

Published by Ian Hesketh in 2009, Of  Apes and Ancestors: Evolution, Christi-
anity, and The Oxford Debate is an historical reconstruction of  the famous debate 
on evolution which took place in 1860. The author’s credentials speak well of  his 
authority to treat this subject. Hesketh received his PhD from York University in 
2006, and has published a number of  articles and books on his principal areas of  
study, including the history of  modern science, the history of  modern Britain, 
and historiography. The debate was historically mythologized as a prototypical 
case of  the struggle of  scientifi c rationalism against religious dogmatism, and 
of  the inevitable triumph of  the former over the latter. Hesketh argues that this 
narrative ignores the complex cultural reality of  the Victorian era, in which the 
theory of  evolution had immediate relevance on levels personal and professional 
for the participants and the public at large. The author’s aim is to democratize 
the meanings attributed to the debate through contextual reconstruction, and 
to undermine the legitimacy of  its place in the confl ict narrative of  science and 
religion that developed in the late 19th century. To achieve this goal, Hesketh 
delineates biographies of  the fi ve dramatis personae to elucidate the period’s 
cultural climate in the fi rst four chapters. In the following three, he reconstructs 
the development of  the debate’s historical narrative as intentionally shaped by 
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various stakeholders. Personal letters and newspaper articles provide the bulk of  
evidence.

The fi rst section of  this review will discuss the effectiveness of  Hesketh’s 
effort to show that the traditional depiction of  the fi ve main fi gures associated 
with the debate as crusaders for either science or religion collapses under the 
consideration of  their variable and culturally-situated motivations. 

The fi rst chapter focuses on Charles Darwin’s motivations to publish The 
Origin of  Species. Hesketh shows Darwin to be shy of  confl ict and confrontation, 
which explains his reticence to publish and his absence from the debate. Darwin 
developed the theory of  evolution by natural selection via correspondence with 
learned friends, including Alfred Russell Wallace, who concomitantly developed 
a theory very similar to Darwin’s. Receiving an outline of  Wallace’s for review 
in 1858, Darwin realized that to retain priority over the theory he would have to 
publish despite his concerns about the receptivity of  the climate. 

Darwin did not subscribe to the dominant scientifi c paradigm’s concep-
tion of  the relationship between God and nature. Instead, his theory posited a 
deistic counter-narrative to natural theology’s by claiming the existence of  natu-
ral laws. A religious man himself, Darwin was careful to leave space for God 
within his evolutionary framework in that he did not posit a fi rst cause. Absolute 
uniformity, rather than the existence of  miracles, could be understood as proof  
for God’s existence. This shows how Darwin’s theory emerged from and was 
situated within a religious framework. The theory of  transmutation, an earlier 
name for the theory of  evolution, had been widely disseminated through Robert 
Chambers’s 1844 book Vestiges of  the Natural History of  Creation1.  At the time, 
19th century science was collectively challenging traditional Biblical literalism 
and, consequently, the core social and moral beliefs of  Anglican society. Rapidly 
developing communication networks meant that this confl ict of  narratives and 
epistemology had high visibility, and the theory of  evolution played directly into 
this confl ict of  epistemological authority. The reception of  Vestiges by the reli-
gious and scientifi c communities was uniformly hostile, while the greater public 
was more receptive, and so the popular discourse of  evolution was coloured by 
association with working-class radicalism, materialism, and atheism. Evidently, 
there were many diverse reasons for Darwin’s reticence to publish and opposi-
tion to the theory that were not exclusively religious or scientifi c.

The subject of  the second chapter is Bishop Samuel Wilberforce, the face 
of  religious intolerance to science in this story. Hesketh describes his involve-
ment in the 18th century Evangelical revival. This came about in opposition to 
Enlightenment rhetoric that argued for the replacement of  faith by rationality 
as the ultimate epistemological authority. The latter perspective led to a fi ssion 
within the Anglican Church; some sought conciliation of  Biblical discourse with 
new scientifi c discoveries, while others, including Wilberforce, viewed the al-
teration of  the traditional narrative as a threat to the integrity of  fundamental 
Christian truths expressed in the Bible concerning nature, humanity, and the 
social order. This shows how Wilberforce viewed the theory of  evolution as 
a subversive philosophy, which would have a detrimental social impact far be-
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yond the confi nes of  the religious institution. Furthermore, Hesketh shows that 
Wilberforce opposed Darwin on legitimate scientifi c grounds. Baconian natural 
theology2 dictated certain boundaries and standards for scientifi c practice that 
Darwin transgressed. Darwin argued by analogy, and he lacked suffi cient evi-
dence of  transitional forms from the geological and paleontological records to 
make his claims on accepted scientifi c grounds. As such, he appeared to trans-
form the evidence to fi t his theory. The traditional function of  the naturalist was 
to reveal God’s existence through his works in the natural world, and so Darwin 
appeared to be undermining the naturalist’s principle function by limiting God’s 
powers in positing natural laws. With the benefi t of  context, it is clear that Wil-
berforce’s opposition to the theory of  evolution was far more complex than the 
one-dimensional dogmatic religiosity conferred as motive by the popular histori-
cal narrative.

The third chapter discusses Thomas Huxley and Richard Owen, a devotee 
and an antagonist of  the theory of  evolution respectively. Born into a lower 
middle class family, Huxley faced many barriers to entering and being recognized 
by Britain’s scientifi c community. He saw religious patronage, which controlled 
the appointment of  professional positions and funded the majority of  research, 
and natural theology, which limited the areas in which scientifi c research could 
be undertaken, as arbitrary manifestations of  bourgeois religious authority that 
impeded scientifi c progress. Owen, born into an upper-class family and never 
struggling to fi nd employment or to publish his work, directly benefi ted from 
and catered to the patronage system Huxley so despisedHis theory of  arche-
types describing the nature of  species development posited variation based on 
a Godly blueprint, and he argued that humans were a class distinct from apes 
based on their brain structure. Owen opposed Darwin on these scientifi cally 
unsupported grounds, which evoked considerable ire from Huxley, who saw em-
bodied in Owen all of  the institutional failings of  British science. It was he who 
coached the Bishop in his scientifi c attack, which explains Huxley’s antagonistic 
behaviour to some degree at the debate. Hesketh effectively establishes that the 
motivations of  both men in their positions at the debate were personal and po-
litical as much as they were religious and scientifi c.

Chapter four introduces one of  Darwin’s greatest friends and defenders, 
Joseph Dalton Hooker. An intrepid botanist, Hooker was among the fi rst of  
those Darwin enlisted in the development of  his theory. Born in the generation 
following Darwin’s, Hooker had been raised to see science and religion as sepa-
rate and complementary, and as such lacked the ideological baggage of  the older 
class of  natural theologians. Beyond this, his youth and familial connections 
placed him in a position to consider the theory without risk to his professional 
standing. It took several years for Darwin to convince Hooker of  his theory be-
cause it was initially impossible to prove on methodological grounds. However, 
he was convinced by evidence over time, despite being a devout evangelical An-
glican. The complementarity of  Hooker’s science and religion shows the limita-
tions of  the historical narrative that classifi es him as fi ghting the dogmatism of  
the religious establishment for the advancement of  science. Throughout the fi rst 
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half  of  his book, Hesketh effectively undermines the one-dimensional view of  
the key players in the Oxford debate by demonstrating the confl uence of  per-
sonal, professional, religious, and scientifi c motivations in each.

The latter half  of  Hesketh’s book discusses the Oxford debate itself, how 
it was remembered, along with how the forces which determined it as a refer-
ence point in the confl ict narrative which are here discussed. Chapter fi ve con-
tains the author’s version of  the narrative, which he argues is more historical 
than that which he contests. Hesketh describes the debate as evocative of  earlier 
disputes concerning uniformitarianism3 and Robert Chambers’s Vestiges, which 
also challenged Biblical literalism, the internal unity of  the Anglican Church, the 
traditional basis of  social morality, the proper function of  the natural theologian, 
and the accepted rules of  scientifi c practice. This underlines how tensions at the 
debate were not located exclusively in the fi ght of  religion against evolution. 

Next, in Hesketh’s version of  the story, it was Wilberforce’s popularity 
that drew the crowd of  nearly one thousand people, moreso than evolution’s be-
ing on the docket for discussion as is generally remembered. While the dominant 
narrative remembers only three speakers – Wilberforce, Huxley, and Hooker – 
there were in fact several other participants. The bishop articulated his opposi-
tion from scientifi c and metaphysical grounds both, rather than from the depar-
ture from scripture alone. However, he did sling a barb at Huxley by questioning 
his ancestry, which may have caused the popular perception that the bishop em-
ployed ridicule to sway the audience. Huxley is remembered as defending the 
theory from a scientifi c point of  view and exposing Wilberforce’s use of  Chris-
tianity to obscure the truth, while in reality, Huxley disregarded Wilberforce’s 
arguments from science and responded only to the fl ung barb, saying that he 
would rather be related to an ape than a man who uses his authority to obscure 
the truth. This comment makes sense in the context of  Huxley’s derision for the 
stranglehold of  natural theology and Anglican patronage on the development 
of  British science. Furthermore, it was Hooker rather than Huxley that spoke 
from science against Wilberforce’s arguments and made him appear to be out of  
his scientifi c depth. He did not shy away from directly ridiculing an individual 
who could attack his personal friend and their mutual work without possess-
ing suffi cient specialized knowledge to evaluate it. While popular memory has 
mythologized this debate as the defi ning moment in which evolution overcame 
creationism, the actual participants and witnesses – as evinced in their personal 
letters and various accounts of  the debate in newspapers – saw it variably as a 
win for either side, or as ambiguous as to who came out on top. 

In chapter six, Hesketh shows how the dominant narrative surrounding the 
Oxford debate was shaped and deployed according to personal and professional 
agendas that made altering the historical fi delity of  the events useful in different 
contexts. Although it was a relatively insignifi cant event, lasting only a couple 
of  hours, the debate quickly developed into Victorian cultural lore through its 
widespread discussion within the Oxford debate network, newspaper articles, 
and posthumous biographical books published about the key participants. Those 
who were present facilitated the narrative construction by authorizing and un-
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dermining the versions that suited their memories and needs. Biographies pub-
lished by the sons of  Darwin and Huxley deferred to the latter’s recount of  the 
debate, which cast himself  as the hero of  the day; Wilberforce’s son did much 
the same, staying true to his father’s account. The X-Club, founded in 1864, was 
formed by young scientists who wanted to expand the scope of  scientifi c inquiry 
beyond the limits of  natural theology, and the version of  the debate useful to 
them was one in which scientifi c progress inevitably crushed religious conser-
vatism for the advancement of  society. Even today, this narrative is deployed in 
BBC documentaries, in the museum made of  Darwin’s house, and in popular 
books by ‘New Atheists.’

In the epilogue, Hesketh shows how this narrative is deployed today in 
the current battle to teach creationism alongside evolution in American high 
schools. The problem here, beyond historical infi delity, is that the confl ict nar-
rative of  science and religion homogenizes and mystifi es the complexity of  past 
and current circumstances; it is atemporal, ahistorical, and spreads harmful mis-
information. The reality is that 1860 debate did not have the benefi t of  150 years 
of  research that has proven the reality of  evolution. Thus, teaching creationism 
would be degenerative science today, while in 1860 both theories were reason-
ably tenable, though the accepted narrative obscures these realities. Its perpetu-
ation strains the argument that science and religion can coexist, which Hesketh’s 
reconstruction demonstrates well. While the actors have changed, the tactics of  
shaping historical narratives to suit current agendas remain.   

In Of  Apes and Ancestors, Hesketh convincingly demonstrates how a more 
complex understanding of  the past undermines the ahistorical and atemporal 
understandings of  science and religion as inherently antagonistic entities. Rigor-
ous historical inquiry into the individuals and social conditions that have shaped 
the development of  new scientifi c ideas is necessary to avoid reinforcing an 
inaccurate, and socially harmful, confl ict narrative about the relationship be-
tween scientifi c and religious institutions and ideas. This is benefi cial to dialogue 
between both spheres, and to the development of  knowledge of  the past that 
respects context and complexity that can help us negotiate our conceptions of  
these categories today.

NOTES

1.  This book was published in 1844, and attempted to explain and tie 
together many prevalent scientifi c theories in a manner accessible for 
non-specialists. Among these was the theory of  the transmutation of  
species, which refers to pre-Darwinian evolutionary theory. In essence, 
the theory argues that species can transform over time through hybrid-
ization. Vestiges was initially well received, and became an international 
bestseller, but its violation of  the precepts of  natural theology (the 
dominant scientifi c paradigm) and lack of  rigorous empiricism led to its 
denigration by interested academics and clergymen. The association of  
Darwin’s theory of  evolution with the theory of  the transmutation of  
species caused some of  the initial resistance to Darwin’s Origin of  Species.
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2.   Baconian natural theology refers to a combination of  two dominant 
paradigms in scientifi c thought in the 19th century. ‘Baconian’ refers to 
scientifi c practice based on the principles of  observation, empiricism, 
and theory building based on collected evidence. ‘Natural theology’ indi-
cates the widespread perspective of  science and religion as naturally in-
terrelated and complementary, fi rst put forward by William Paley (1743-
1805). Baconian empiricism prevented practitioners from speculating on 
metaphysical causes (or, fi rst causes), which provided room for religion 
to retain authority within science. Practitioners of  natural theology saw 
nature to be God’s second book of  scripture, whose study, like the study 
of  the Bible, was considered holy work.
3.   Uniformitarianism refers to a theory of  the development of  the 
earth, and assumes that observable natural laws and processes operat-
ing in on earth at present have always done so. This theory was initially 
contentious because of  its opposition to the earlier theory of  catastroph-
ism, which argued that the earth developed through a series of  sudden, 
violent, episodic events, leading to the creation of  the planet’s geological 
features. Catastrophism complemented the Biblical creation story, which 
was partially responsible for the resistance to uniformitarianism.
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Persuasive Rhetoric and the Postulation of a Universal 
Morality in the Maharaj Libel Case

Myra Sivaloganathan

I – INTRODUCTION

The Maharaj Libel Case of  1862 was initiated by Jadunathji Maharaj, head 
of  the Indian Vallabhacarya Vaishnavas sect, in response to an article writ-
ten by Karsandas Mulji, an Indian journalist and social reformer. The Val-

labhacarya sect, devoted to the cult of  Krishna, was criticized for being a new, 
and heretical, religion, because it arose in the 16th century, during what Hindus 
believe to be the Kali Yuga period. In an article published in the Gujurati news-
paper Satya Pradesh titled  “The Primitive Religion of  the Hindus and the Present 
Heterodox Opinions,” made a forceful case against the sect known as Vallabha-
carya Sampradaya (or Pusti Marga). Mulji’s argued that since scriptures like the 
Puranas and Shastras state the Kali Yuga will proliferate false religion, Pusti Marga 
must be false and heterodox. Mulji added that the Maharajas1  were immoral and 
“lost in a sea of  licentiousness”, since they engaged in unlawful sexual relations 
with the wives and daughters of  male devotees (MLC 165). 

Jadunathji Maharaj’s plaint to the Supreme Court of  Bombay claimed the 
article in Satya Prakash was libelous, and asked for 50, 000 rupees in damages 
for defamation. In court, the Maharaj argued that his status as religious author-
ity and guru rendered his actions appropriate. The Defense countered with the 
plea that the Maharaj was not a valid preceptor, and the Vallabhacarya – a 15th 
century piece – was neither ancient nor authoritative, and contained many pas-
sages of  “indecent and immoral character” in which “adultery and fornication 
[were] encouraged and commended” (MLC 23). The court predominantly ruled 
in favour of  the defendant (Mulji), although it ruled in favour of  the plaintiff  
(the Maharaj) on three minor pleas. 

This paper will argue that in the Maharaj Libel Case religious power was 
transferred from religious leaders to religious texts, and that a universal moral-
ity began to be imposed by the British upon Hindu sects. First, this paper will 
explore the arguments used by the appellant and defendants in order to dissect 
language and rhetoric that gave credence to exclusively to religious texts. Next, 
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this paper will investigate the equivalence created between age and authority, the 
misunderstanding and misrepresentation of  the distinction between guru and 
God, and the irony of  a British Court interpreting ancient Shastric works with 
which they were unacquainted. Finally, the paper will examine the equivalence 
created between religion and morality, Britain’s imposition of  a rationalized, uni-
versal religion, and the morality and beliefs that support Vallabhacarya and Ma-
haraj practice.

II – LANGUAGE AND RHETORIC OF COLONIALISM

In the ninetheenth century, members of  The Maharajas sect were depicted 
as licentious, immoral and as the  “incarnations of  […] Satan”(MLC 243, 373). 
The Maharaj claimed that Mulji’s criticism was particularly disturbing since its 
origins were internal to the Vallabhacarya Vaishnava tradition. In the end, inter-
preting the Satya Pradesh article as libel and as a challenge to the Maharaj’s per-
sonal reputation stripped him of  his religious authority and turned the focus of  
the case to citizens’ rights (Shodhan 200). The exigencies of  secular law forced 
the Maharaj to portray himself  as a common citizen; to fi le a suit against Mulji, 
he had to become personally implicated and dissociate himself  from his religious 
authority  (Shodhan 200). The article was ultimately deemed “libelous against the 
plaintiff  in his individual capacity, segregated from his character of  priest” (MLC 
37). The court reduced the multiple identifi cations of  the Maharaj to several 
individual roles (as Maharaj, Brahmin, and member of  the Vallabhacarya sect). 
Morever, this meant that Mulji’s accusations had to be examined for their truth-
value rather than their validity as religious opinion, and this gave the ruling more 
secular power and permanence in India (Shodhan 197. 

The Court’s inquiry focused on the distinction between God and guru; by 
comparing gurus and gods, the court attempted to understand how the Vaishnavas 
believed in their guru, and with which sense of  hierarchy (Scott 158). The pros-
ecution argued that the guru, who received prasad from the deity, is understood 
to be a subordinate to the deity. The defense however, attempted to blur this 
distinction by maintaining that the dedication of  mind, body, wealth, and, most 
importantly, of  one’s wife, was made to the guru directly, rather than through the 
guru to Krishna (Habermas 53). This distinction was key to the defense’s mis-
representation of  the tradition. The institution of  guru acts as a violation of  the 
reformers’ express belief  in the solipsistic authority of  the individual in religious 
matters. In a courtroom where the assent to certain propositions would lead to 
dismissal of  the Vallabhacarya sect as corrupt and degenerate, witnesses found 
themselves in uncomfortable positions. For example, after being threatened with 
a fi ne of  one hundred rupees, Jumnadas Sevaklal fi nally capitulated to Antsey’s 
aggressive interrogation (MLC 134-136). Sevaklal was invited to speak as an in-
dividual and his religious tradition as a whole. His private beliefs were not solely 
received as an individual’s opinions, but also became evidence for the religious 
customs of  the Banias caste more generally. 

This case established the general public as the locale in which religious 
beliefs can be discussed; the Court, rather than religious polity, adjudicates on 
these matters (Shodhan 194). It was, however, absurd and inappropriate for a 
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British Court – unacquainted with classical Hindu texts – to be authorized to 
excerpt and interpret Shastric texts, since defense consistently misinterpreted 
and decontextualized Vaishanava text (Habermas 56). For example, in one Val-
labhacarya tale, a wife cheats on her husband but sweeps the fl oor of  a Vishnu 
temple before doing so. She fi nds herself  in heaven, and when she asks Vishnu to 
explain her seeming fortune after committing “a very mean act”, Vishnu replies 
that “you cleaned the temple of  [God] and Shri Thakurji has favorably accepted 
the service” (Habermas 56). This tale is focused on the salvifi c powers Vishnu 
uses on behalf  of  anyone who offers him service, and should not have been mis-
taken for support of  adultery. In fact, adultery is called “a very mean act” and the 
fundamental lesson of  the tale is that if  Vishnu’s power can save even adulterers, 
it can do so much more for selfl essly devoted practitioners. The defense, how-
ever, postulated that the story praises adultery. By reducing Hinduism to a textual 
tradition, and interpreting texts in a limited, scope, the defense falsely character-
ized Hinduism as an immutable and uniform entity that could be managed by 
the courts. Authentic Hinduism was no longer deemed to be rooted in sacred 
persons, but rather in sacred texts overseen by the Orientalist state bureaucracy. 

Western scholars who studied Indian culture had a commitment to search 
for the essential, and were guided by a particular historical perspective that equat-
ed the authentic with the ancient. Since the Vallabhacarya sect was not ancient, it 
was not was not considered authoritative. Mulji based his argument on scriptural 
authority, and claims of  authenticity were made such as “new and therefore false 
religion”. Dr. Wilson, a Presbyterian minister, Indologist, and witness for the 
Defense, also claimed that “it is a historical fact, that the more modern religions 
are less moral and less pure” (MLC 124). The original and singular form of  Hin-
duism was seen as rooted in the books of  the Vedas. The Orientalists situated In-
dia’s glorious past in Vedic times, and consequently critiqued present Hindu cul-
ture (Habermas 47). However degenerate and corrupt Hindus may now appear, 
the argument ran, in some earlier age they had been splendid. The British state 
administered orthodoxy by reducing religion to a set of  canonical texts, easily 
assimilated to the bureaucratic procedures of  colonial rule (Scott 114). However, 
such a decision was not one-sided, and Indian reformers to participated along-
side the British in this textualization of  religion. Traditional patriarchal norms 
and the acceptance of  the sanctity of  the Shastras were very deep-rooted, and 
any reform could only be conceived of  within such norms and sanctions. Efforts 
to understand the present were made in the context of  the past, and a focus on 
the future, too, carried the spirit of  the past. The past emerged as a “mysterious 
congregation of  traditions and customs, values and norms, realities and narra-
tions, myths and mirages”, and this entity took precedence over all contemporary 
moral, religious, and social norms (Thakkar 46). 

The Maharaj’s lawyer characterized his conduct as “fi lthy and obscene” 
(MLC 253). Before the case had even begun, the Maharaj was already defeated. 
He was not given the space to explain himself, and the moral discourse in the 
courtroom and limits set by the British reinforced the arguments of  the reform-
ers and made it impossible for him to justify his actions. He seems to have been 
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silenced by the moral assumptions of  the Court. This assumption was that law 
is one, natural, and available to all reasonable people. Judge Arnould applied a 
secular logic in which there is believed to be a single, immutable law inscribed 
in nature and preserved by the state. Mulji also contended that “reasoning of  
the human race is the ruler of  custom, and not vice-versa” (Thakkar 27). To the 
court, which was operating under Enlightenment norms and holding reason and 
logic supreme, the Maharaj was not perceived as a religious leader but simply a 
citizen, equal to others (Shodhan 202). 

Such arguments, positing textuality as the only source of  authenticity, 
robbed the Maharaj of  authority and silenced him in trial. By splitting the guru-
disciple bond into two and securing the autonomy of  the liberal subject, the 
Court disregards the purpose and ultimately the value of  the Pusti Marga tradi-
tion (Scott 116). This guru-disciple bond is split into the devotee’s “belief ” and 
a guru’s “reputation”, and ultimately depicts an impersonal hierarchy and cold, 
self-contained parties which does not express the true function of  this tradition. 
By depicting the Pusti Marga tradition in an impersonal, disinterested way, the 
Court’s critiques remain irrelevant and fail to treat the true nature of  the tradi-
tion.

III – MORAL PARADIGM AND BRITISH SUPERSESSION

Judge Joseph Arnould asserted over the course of  the trial that “it is not a 
question of  theology that has been before us! It is a question of  morality!” (MLC 
480)  Morality lies at the foundation of  the Maharaj Libel Case. The judge asserts 
that what is morally wrong cannot be deemed theologically right; when truth is 
violated under the name of  Religion, it must be publicly denounced and exposed 
in the interest of  progress (MLC 480). Such conceptions refl ect the beginning of  
a universal morality, rooted in the West, being applied to and imposed on India. 

Vallabhacarya had used the concept of  the Kali Yuga to criticize the Vedas. 
He insisted that although the Vedas may have been a suitable basis for devotion 
before the Kurukshestra War, which is understood to mark the beginning of  
the Kali Yuga; only bhakti (devotion) can now save the corrupt modern human-
ity. Pusti Marga itself  originates from a criticism of  the Vedas; Vallabha found 
the Vedas too formal and rigid, and sought to create a devotional sect grounded 
in the householder’s life (Shandip 225). Devotees were meant to carry out their 
worldly duties in the knowledge that they would lead a life grounded in devotion 
to Krishna, and consecrate all actions as seva (service) to Krishna. Seva was meant 
to be seen as a spontaneous expression of  a devotee’s love for Krishna, making 
devotion both a means and an end. According to Vallabha, those who truly pro-
gressed on the path would fi nd their love for Krishna evolving into an obsessive 
devotion, in which nothing else mattered outside of  cultivation of  love and de-
votion for the Divine (Shandip 226). Accordingly, a true spiritual renunciate was 
not expected by the sect to forego societal duties, but to channel his passions 
and desires towards Krishna and bind himself  in a permanent, all-encompassing 
relationship with the Divine. 

Mulji inverted these arguments by claiming that bhakti was to blame for 
humanity’s debased state. Drawing on his Elphinstone education, Mulji articu-
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lated a British Enlightenment Hinduism predicated on a reformed humanity, 
but as he framed it, Vedic ritual was the key to reform. In order to redeem the 
modern age, the Vedas and Shastras must displace the gurus and their theology 
of  love. Mulji thus attempted to return Hinduism to its Vedic “orthodoxy” by 
appealing to moral philosophy. The state accordingly staked a claim to a posi-
tion of  universality from which it could arbitrate among competing claims of  
the many religions that populated its territories (Scott 127). The possibility of  a 
wholly secular state is even now debated, however; in India, at least, even today 
there exist tensions between secular and religious law. 

The British had a strong sense of  cultural superiority and subjugated In-
dians not only to their specifi c moral standards and notions of  religious funda-
mentalism, but also to their cultural assumptions and critiques of  Indian civiliza-
tion. Mulji was educated at the Elphinstone Institution under President Erskine 
Perry, who desired to introduce Western philosophy to bring about moral and 
cultural transformations in Indian society (Shodhan 123) and thus “raise India to 
her rightful position beside the nations of  the West” (Habermas 50).  Although 
literature, politics, and the history of  India dominated syllabi, the prevailing 
emphasis was on criticisms of  Indian life and society. Mulji’s education in the 
Elphinstone Institution would foster adesire for social and religious reform. Brit-
ish colonialism yielded colonized minds that were incompatible with traditional 
order.

A witness of  the Maharaj’s remarked: “I cannot say if  it is the duty of  
female devotees to love the Maharajas and to be connected in adultery and lust. 
If  doctrine or passage was shown to me in any of  the books of  the Shastras, 
I would take it as good and true” (MLC 31).  Herein is exemplifi ed a different 
moral standard from that of  the reformers. Devotional self-surrender, and an 
ethics of  radical relationality, is rooted in the Pusti Marga practice of  bhakti. 
Bhakti and devotional bhavas return divinity to the fundament and the web of  
human relationships (Scott 115).  Bhakti uses prayer to cultivate an intense desire 
for the divine other, and this desire is meant to rupture the sovereign subject 
(Scott 143). Pusti Marga philosophy clearly echoes the Bhagavad Gita’s teachings 
on the social universality of  bhakti (Shandip 224). Bhakti devotion, paradoxically, 
utilizes the emotions generated in worldly relationships as a means of  transcen-
dence. Devotional praxis is meant to liberate the soul by revealing the world to 
be an illusion: in order to lose the world you fi rst have to receive it (Scott 147-
8). The “intense amorous love” experienced between Krishna and the sixteen 
thousand gopees was, in the eyes of  Vaishanava theologians, the most intense kind 
of  love possible for a human being and the most appropriate type of  love to be 
cultivated for Krishna. This type of  faith is meant to possess the believer, not be 
held as a mere belief  (Scott 162). This standard, however, had little chance of  
competing with the morality of  the reformers, which was accepted by the court 
as natural morality. Mulji reduces bhakti to the servile affect that a subject feels 
for his king or a servant for his master.  

The court and press severed the bond of  ontological hierarchy between 
guru and disciple (Scott 112). They worked in tandem to undermine the sover-
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eignty of  a religious leader. While Mulji did so to critique the Hindu tradition, 
the Bombay High Court did so to manage religion and extend its secular rule. 
Scripting religious leadership as imposture, as in Mulji’s attorney’s plea that it is 
“a wicked and impious thing for a mere man to pretend to be a God […] or to 
practice impostures in that behalf  on any people,” was a way to constrain reli-
gion’s public possibilities (MLC 44-5). The unpredictable affective intensities of  
the guru-disciple were severed, in order to put emphasis on the individual “soul” 
and an ethical and refl ective Hinduism (Scott 115). Bhakti lies at the root of  
Pusti Marga devotion and morality, but relies on the relationship between self  
and other, between guru and disciple, and between devotee and God. By split-
ting the guru-disciple bond into two and securing the autonomy of  the liberal 
subject, the Court disregards the root, purpose, and ultimately the value of  the 
Pusti Marga tradition. If  the Maharaj is truly to be seen as a representative of  
Krishna, then he cannot be held individually accountable for his misdeeds. Brit-
ish litigation does not do justice to the true function the Maharaj in this tradition. 

IV – CONCLUSION  
As the foregoing analysis demonstrates, The Maharaj Libel Case was re-

plete with fl awed logic, deceptive legal language, and the assumption of  the in-
herent superiority and supremacy in the British/Western ethics. The acceptance 
of  the case as libel rather than heresy led to the depiction of  the Maharaj as an 
individual, divorced from his position of  religious authority. This secular depic-
tion of  the Maharaj, in turn, led to the transfer of  authority and power from 
a religious leader to religious texts. The Court equated the authentic with the 
ancient and held logic and reasoning supreme in judging the practices of  the 
Pusti Marga. However, the Court also often contradicted itself; for example, it 
denounced the Maharaj’s witnesses for giving partial, interested, and coerced 
evidence, but the defendant’s lawyers also used coercion (as refl ected in the al-
leged distinction of  guru and God by Jumnadas Sevaklal). The Counsel consis-
tently misinterpreted Vallabhacarya text, and paradoxically, authorized a wholly 
British Court to litigate on Indian religion and literature with which that it was 
unacquainted. Modernist values of  the supremacy of  reason and a universal mo-
rality were imposed on a tradition predicated on a rejection of  at least one of  
those, and contributed to the creation of  a colonial difference. The Pusti Marga 
sect was not given a chance to voice the specifi c logical reasoning underlying 
its practices. Pusti Marga practice is deeply rooted in devotion, emotion, and 
service: “intense amorous love” and devotional self-surrender were seen as the 
highest form of  emotional expression, and thus an appropriate way to worship 
Krishna. Devotees were encouraged to cultivate an obsessive, all-encompassing 
love for Krishna, and devote all their actions to the Divine. This emotive basis 
for worship was seen as a more practical way to incorporate religion into one’s 
day-to-day life. 

This paper is not an attempt to idealize the practices of  the Pusti Marga 
sect or completely denounce colonialism. It is quite probable that, while there is 
a valid and emotive basis to Pusti Marga sexual practice, such a practice was tak-
en advantage of  by Maharajas. Likewise, the British did not corrupt the “purity” 
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or “essential nature” of  Pusti Marga religion, for religion is always intertwined in 
society, and inevitably affected by political and economic motives. For example, 
in the 17th century the Pusti Marga entered into an economically benefi cial re-
lationship with Mevari nobility, in which the Pusti Marga aided in the cultural 
reconstruction of  Mevar, and in return received a steady source of  patronage in 
the form of  lands and income (Shandip 229). Furthermore, at the time of  the 
case, the Maharaj was fi nancially supported by his devotees through laga (fi xed 
tax) on every article or commodity traded (Thakkar 47). 

Religion is inevitably tangled in economics and politics, and society, in 
turn, is inevitably permeated with religion. The British attempted to secure a 
secular nation by critiquing the Hindu tradition, but India is not fully realizing its 
secular ideals. The Shah Bano case of  the 1980s exemplifi es the troubles of  try-
ing to secure a wholly secular nation, and contemporary Hindu fundamentalist 
movements exemplify how entrenched religion is in Indian identity. Even today, 
India is trying to fi nd a way to reconcile its religious plurality, and the legal plu-
ralism of  Hindu, Muslim, and Christian laws, with secular ideals of  modernity. 

NOTES

1.  Maharaj is a title for the religious leaders who are descendants of  the 
seven sons of  Vitthala (who is the son of  Vallabha)
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MONUMENTAL ERECTIONS
UnCovering Jewish Identity and Communal Memory

Joshua Falek

According to the Torah, the act of  Brit Milah (Covenant of  Circumci-
sion) was fi rst performed as a “token of  a covenant” between God and 
Abraham (Mechon Mamre). Thousands of  years later, as the Jews were 

dispersed across nations, it was transformed semiotically, becoming a unifying 
force for the Jewish people. Through the extension of  identity down to carved 
body, this site became the communal sacred, signifying religion, tradition, and 
ethnicity, holding the keys to a communal memory. Therefore, the unveiled head 
of  the penis may act as a psychic unifi er for the Jewish people, in three overlap-
ping forms: extending membership, inscribing memory, and acting as a kind of  
monitor. It is circumcision’s ritual signifi cance that writes a collective identity of  
Jewishness upon the individual body, and so inscribes a communal memory as 
well (Halbwachs). Accordingly, this paper strives to use a Foucauldian framework 
to explore how the traditional use of  circumcision, as a Jewish extension of  
memory and group-identity, exposes how the circumcised penis not only serves 
as a force of  regulation in itself, but uncovers narratives of  concealed corporeal-
ity, manifesting novel, intelligible potentials in and of  the body.   

MEMBERSHIP

As circumcision has been practiced across the world within many differ-
ent cultures, it has become a worldwide symbol that often permeates mind and 
thought (Denniston, Hodges, & Milos). Despite such a wide basis for the prac-
tice, circumcision continues to act as a unifying symbol for the Jews, due both 
to its valences in the Jewish religion and its relation to anti-Semitism. According 
to the Torah, Judaism’s most holy book, the story of  Abraham’s covenant with 
Adonai marks the foundation of  the Jewish people.

And God said unto Abraham: ‘And as for thee, thou shalt 
keep My covenant, thou, and thy seed after thee throughout their 
generations. This is My covenant, which ye shall keep, between 
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Me and you and thy seed after thee: every male among you shall 
be circumcised. And ye shall be circumcised in the fl esh of  your 
foreskin; and it shall be a token of  a covenant betwixt Me and 
you. And he that is eight days old shall be circumcised among you, 
every male throughout your generations (Genesis 17:9-12).

Thus, circumcision serves to cement the covenant between Abraham and 
Adonai, as it not only imprints Jewishness but is the very relation that brings 
one to Adonai. This role is made more explicit when Adonai proclaims that the 
uncircumcised shall have his “soul […] cut off  from his people; he hath broken 
My covenant” (Genesis 17:14). Thus, a Bris not only marks the penis but also the 
soul. This marking serves as a “ritual of  entrance into a distinctive people” that 
works to unite Jews in their relation to Adonai – and differentiate them from 
other social groups (Livesey 6). However, circumcision is not merely a symbol 
of  ancient eras, but has remained a historically consistent symbol of  Judaism to 
this day. Dunn makes this clear, stating that

If  we think of  circumcision, no loyal Jew could ignore the 
explicit stipulations of  Genesis 17 [...] Circumcision remained an 
identifi cation marker of  Jewishiness […] in the eyes of  both of  
the Gentiles and of  the Jews themselves (Dunn 109).

Here, Dunn explains that circumcision was not merely a symbol of  Juda-
ism from the perspective of  Jews, but also from that of  Gentiles.

 Circumcision’s signifi cation as Jewish to both Jews and Gentiles carried 
extreme importance because it is what allowed for anti-Semitic readings of  cir-
cumcision. Circumcision as Judaic signifi er has been utilized throughout history 
to promote anti-Semitism (Nirenberg 94 - 96). An early example of  such anti-
Semitism can be found in 160 B.C.E when Antiochus Epiphanes prohibited cir-
cumcision, promising that any mother found to have a circumcised child would 
have “their babies […] hanged from their breasts, and the women […] paraded 
publicly through the city and hurled down from the walls” (Livesey 24).  Cir-
cumcision became a hotly debated symbol of  Judaism in early Christianity as 
well, when “Judaizing” the new religion was considered to be passé or sinful 
(Nirenberg 94 -96). Moreover, the Greeks found circumcision to be absolutely 
threatening and barbaric because Jews circumcised the body, rather than the 
heart, which the majority of  Christians at the time understood to be the spiritual 
interpretation of  the covenant (Ibid.). This Christian anti-Semitism reoccurred 
throughout history, based upon fears of  Judaizing Christianity and Catholic con-
ceptions of  circumcision as a “distinctive identity mark” that “boasted” of  the 
Jews’ supposed entitlement to God (Livesey 5). These sorts of  experiences also 
occurred outside of  an Ashkenazic context; there is well-documented evidence 
of  persecution of  circumcision in Sephardic communities during the 16th and 
17th centuries across the Netherlands, Germany, Spain and Portugal (Egmond 
& Zwijnenberg, 193 - 194).

Anti-Semitism continues to this day, specifi cally in spaces of  European 
infl uence, which deploy such subtle Christian-infl ected ideologies as secular-
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ism (Gilman, The Jew’s Body, 16). Regardless of  how these events stereotyped 
the Jew as the circumcised, damaged Other, they simultaneously helped solidify 
and encourage the ritual by providing it as both more commonly known and 
subversive to the state (Mark xx). These anti-Semitic readings of  circumcision 
delineated Jewishness as alterity and circumcision as the major “Western Im-
age” of  the Jew, maintaining the close conceptual relation between circumcision, 
otherness, and Jewishness itself  (Gilman, The Jew’s Body, 4).  Thus, in spite 
of  continued oppression and having been forcibly removed from hundreds of  
countries, Jewish resilience promotes the continued carving of  bodies with such 
great popularity that circumcision is estimated to be the most attended of  all the 
613 commandments of  Judaism (Mechon Mamre). 

While modern day interpretations vary, it is clear that many modern Jews 
recognize the historical importance of  circumcision. This is exemplifi ed by the 
term ‘Bris,’ which is the common shorthand among Ashkenazi Jews for the for-
mal, ‘Brit Milah’ or ‘Covenant of  Circumcision’ (Glick 6). The common refer-
ence to the ritual is not that of  the circumcision (‘Milah’) but to the covenant 
(‘Brit’) (Ibid.). The ritual signifying the covenant is conceived of  as the covenant 
itself, becoming what it formerly only signifi ed. Therefore, it not only acts as the 
entrance into Judaism, but as the historical keeper of  Jewish culture and mem-
ory. Here, what Durkeim terms “social solidarity” unites Judaism as a collective, 
which “join[s] generation to generation” in the “development of  the collective 
being” (Misztal 133). This sort of  social solidarity is deployed by the act of  the 
Brit Milah.  

MEMORY

While glossing Durkheim, Misztal summarizes that “societal need for his-
torical continuity results in the crucial signifi cation of  periodic commemoration, 
which allows the society to ‘renew the sentiment which it has of  itself  and its 
unity’” (Misztal 125).  Further, such moments of  spiritual transformation are 
defi ned as collective effervescence, the transformation of  memory through the 
strengthening of  ritual in action, from the group to the individual (Jones 153). 
The Brit Milah may well take the form of  this collective effervescence, maintain-
ing the renewal, continuity, and unifi cation of  Jewish qualities.

Judaic scholar Sandra Jacobs suggests that this is exactly what circumci-
sion does, writing that through the Brit Milah “the individual’s body serves as a 
model for the body politic… where ritual concerns are then mapped onto the 
individual,” imposing a system on an “inherently untidy experience” (2). This 
imposition of  collective desire becomes the basis for which Judaic membership 
is derived from resistance and lineage (Gilman, The Jew’s Body). Thus, by joining 
Jews across generations, it engages in the formation of  a distinct ‘Jewish’ popula-
tion with a ‘distinct’ past and future. Collective memory constitutes such notions 
of  the past, whereas the future is maintained by the necessity of  the group to 
reproduce to survive (Misztal 133).  A Durkheimian analysis would support her 
assertions, as Durkheim posits that collective memory is necessary for identity 
and group formation, with the two mutually reinforcing one another (Ibid).
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Circumcision therefore acts as the reproductive method to prescribe Juda-
ic culture, value, and memory downwards to other generations. This is apparent 
from even the Ugaritic lore surrounding the origins of  circumcision , which ex-
plains that the “youthfulness of  the child circumcised, so soon after birth, relates 
directly to his birth as the renewal of  the community” because it makes the organ 
“ready for reproduction” (Jacobs, The Body As Property, 33). Hence the origin 
of  circumcision was explicit in its purpose to ensure the reproduction of  the col-
lective. Further, Jacobs reads this desire for reproductivity as the “verifi cation of  
the inheritance” of  Abraham, entailing the continuity of  a Jewish land, culture, 
tradition, and memory as promised by the covenant (Ibid. 43).

The reproductive aspects of  circumcision are vastly important to the sig-
nifi cation of  Jewishness in light of  anti-Semitism. Frantz Fanon explains that 
it is only through this reproductive element that the anti-Semite may interpret 
circumcision as signifying a collective Judaism upon the body (Gilman, The Jew’s 
Body, 76-7).  Fanon explains that because the Jewish penis is circumcised, it is 
conceptualized by the anti-Semite as being an “altered” form of  the genitals that 
has been “castrated” by Jewish culture (Ibid. 76). Since the anti-Semite cannot 
castrate the Jew, the Jew’s death acts as a ‘symbolic’ castration (Ibid. 198). This 
castration takes the form of  an “attack on his religious identity, in his history, 
in his race” (Ibid.). It is the death of  a “symbolic collective,” further providing 
psychoanalytic proof  of  the connection between the Jewish body and the loca-
tion of  collective history and group membership (Ibid.). Circumcision retains 
importance to the anti-Semite and to the Jew because both continue to interpret 
circumcision as the inscription of  the collective upon the body. 

This conceptualization of  circumcision as inscription of  collective mem-
bership constructs circumcision as the expression of  a certain type of  Dur-
kheimian totemism, which derives a social group’s name or emblem that is often 
carved or engraved onto the person themselves (Durkheim & Fields). This pro-
cess renders common objects sacred, or, in Durkheimian terms, causes them to 
become totems (Ibid.). The totem then ensures “beliefs and institutions” in a 
“somewhat defi nite material form,” and so works to assure that these customs 
will not be “more liable to change under the infl uence of  the slightest circum-
stances, or to become wholly effaced from the memory” (Ibid. 97). To retain 
such permanence, certain rituals must be re-enacted to consecrate the totem 
(Ibid. 177).

Durkheim defi nes the totemic ritual as having two elements. The fi rst is 
the offering, something to sacrifi ce to or share with the deities. The second is 
communion, to create kinship by engaging “in the common fl esh” (Jones 145).  
Here, the “common fl esh” is interpreted as a joyous feast. While Abraham’s 
original circumcision did result in a feat of  rams, goats and turtledoves, how-
ever, many circumcisions currently are not facilitated with such grandeur (Jacobs, 
The Body As Property, 145). Alternatively, the child’s genitals could be deemed 
this ‘common fl esh,’ if  one considers the entering of  the child into Judaism, as 
marking the entrance into a collective society, that would then brand the fl esh as 
common (Ibid.). As well, Jacobs posits that cutting of  the foreskin was partially 
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chosen as a “substitution rite” for the sacrifi ce of  the fi rst-born child, which had 
been practiced throughout the Levant before the organization of  Judaism (The 
Body as Property, 49 – 54). Circumcision therefore may be conceptualized as a 
totemic ritual, as it unites the community during the Brit Milah and proposes an 
offering, in which one sacrifi ces their foreskin so as to submit to the covenant.

Within Diasporic conventions, this ritual may be subdued due to a lack of  
community in some areas. Nevertheless, the ritual retains a uniting force because 
it does not unite one merely with the current community, but provide for the 
opportunity to unite with communities of  past and future, as a landmark not 
of  Judaism now, but of  Judaism always. This totemic force derives its “physi-
cal power and moral authority of  society” from the individual’s gaze upon the 
“concrete object” (Jones 136). Thus, the power of  the object comes from the 
viewer’s perception, which acknowledges how the totem retains its power from 
communal or individual viewings. Further, the totem may only be disconnected 
from its power by the collective group in question, which has not happened 
regarding circumcision because the act is still valued as Jewish amongst Jewish 
populations (Silverman 243). Despite the deployment of  circumcision within 
many non-Jewish populations, it therefore remains heavily tied to Jewish theol-
ogy as totem.

By creating a physical carving of  the body, circumcision protects Jewish 
customs and beliefs from disappearance, ensuring their transfer between gen-
erations and the maintenance of  group identity through time, and thus group 
memory (Gilman, Decircumcision, 201). It is through this turn that we move 
from the circumcised penis as a body part, a symbol of  collectivity located on 
the body, to a monument on the human landscape. For this analysis, one must 
address the sacred of  Maurice Halbwachs. 

MONITOR

Halbwachs defi nes the ‘sacred’ similarly to Durkheim’s defi nition of  a to-
tem, as a space where collective memory is reproduced through ritual (Halbwachs 
& Coser 200 – 201) However, Halbwach’s sacred is more often discussed in 
terms of  a ‘landmark’ or a geographical location (Ibid.). Because the origin story 
of  Ugaritic text speaks to this monumentality it may be that through this act the 
penis takes on the role of  the sacred landmark (Jacobs, The Body As Property, 
133). While there are differing theories of  monumentality and landmarks, many 
theorists prescribe some form of  memory keeping to the monument (Osborne, 
Landscapes, Memory, Monuments and Commemoration). It is not necessary to 
return to the inscription of  memory keeping here, however, but rather to inter-
rogate how the penis as a landmark can exist upon or within the human body. 

While primarily monuments are thought to be of  the landscape, one must 
deconstruct this perception to more exactly understand the purpose of  the 
monument and how it can be deployed through the circumcised penis (Ibid.). 
Assumptions of  difference between the oft-binary categories of  the natural and 
cultural have long since been found to be obsolete (Butler 9). These theories 
were found to be defunct in part through the academic turn to post-structur-
alism, which posited theories of  nature, culture, and the ‘man-made’ that were 
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destabilized to the point that they could not be easily distinguished from each 
other and were recognized as intrinsic to each other (Haraway 100). Through a 
queer ecological interpretation of  Deborah Slicer’s poetry, Nicole Seymour pro-
vides further evidence of  such, when she asserts that “the ‘natural’ might change 
or evolve, and it might incorporate ‘unnatural’ elements” (Seymour 54). Seymour 
hopes to shift conceptions of  bodies and landscapes towards considerations of  
both being natural and alterable; thus Seymour’s claim that “the body should be 
considered within the same scope as the natural landscape,” as a “bioregion” 
(Ibid. 54-55).

Conceptualizing the body as a ‘bioregion’ provides room to imagine the 
body as both cultural and natural, to imagine a body that is both natural and 
manmade, and hence to imagine a body that is a monument. This double labeling 
emphasizes the fuzziness of  such a categorical status. As monuments are often 
thought to be designed by cultural forces acting on nature, this paradigm shift 
allows the envisioning of  a space where the body can be both subject and object, 
natural and cultural, all at once. It stands in clear contestation to Mumford’s 
claim that the monument is “deserted by the living” (Nelsoh & Shiff  236).

Thus we can see the circumcised penis as a landmark, not just merely a 
keeper of  memory or sacred space, but as a human cultural practice that is nev-
ertheless considered natural. That is, the circumcised penis causes us to imagine 
the body both as the source of  cultural forces and the natural landscape on 
which they are performed: a bioregion incorporated into the vast landscape. For 
if  one were to see a so-called monumental erection, then it would (hopefully) 
look similar to the shadow cast from towers upon grassy plains. For a further 
explication of  the optical congruence, just use the internet to look at any pho-
tograph of  the Washington Monument and one will fi nd at least a handful of  
penis jokes in the comment section (Levine). This entails a viewing of  oneself, 
as exemplifi ed by Eli Claire in Exile and Pride, as homologous to the mountains 
and the sky, to see one’s legs as the rivers that fl ow for ages on (13).

Here the body as landscape is indeed both part of  the natural and of  the 
cultural, sitting at the middle of  the nature/culture dichotomy and in the void of  
the dichotomous order. Put otherwise, the dichotomous order that the nature/
culture divide so relies on provides for only two options, which lack the ability 
to fully capture, categorize, and label the full being of  the body (Edelman). Be-
ing in between these two extremes leaves the conceptualized body always under 
change. The movement—both literary and literal—towards the postmodern and 
the posthuman exchanges the once concrete limited body for a dynamic feel-
ing of  “active processes,” that emphasizes the transience of  fl esh, which may 
be modifi ed through genetic, cultural, and biotechnological engineering (Detsi-
Diamanti, Kitsē -Mytakou, & Yiannopoulou 5). This fl eshiness of  the monument 
begets a meaning with a “specifi c material context,” which provides a distinct 
possibility to disrupt discourses and generate otherness (Ibid. 7).

However, while this monument is a structure of  communal memory keep-
ing and cultural transference, its location upon the body provides for a deeply 
personal and individual construction of  the monument. This personalization 
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manifests both in the monument’s subjective quality (providing difference in 
form across peoples) and in its being of  the person (as in owned by the indi-
vidual).   Such close contact with sources of  memory, however, also provides 
the roots for monitoring and social control, which Durkheim claims must be 
established with the formation of  any social group (Misztal 130). In this case, 
Judaic referents work to remind of  Jewishness, and therefore, its rules, laws, and 
expectations for those with penises or those who see them.

Furthermore, by inscribing such a set of  Jewish morals into the body, the 
circumcised penis may become reminiscent of  a regulative institution, closely 
related to Foucault’s Panopticon. The Panopticon, borrowed from Bentham, is 
a large cylindrical jail that contains an internal reverse dungeon: it encloses the 
prisoner but only in total light and surveillance (Foucault). Simplifi ed: there is 
one cylinder (A) containing another cylinder (B).  Prisoners line the walls of  
cylinder (A) facing the secondary enclosed cylinder (B), which acts as a pseudo-
watchtower, as it holds the guards. These guards face the prisoners, able to look 
out at any time to view the prisoners. However, the prisoners are unable to return 
this gaze as they cannot see into the guard tower, and therefore cannot know 
when the guards view them (Ibid.). Foucault describes the prisoner thusly: “he 
is seen, but he does not see; he is the object of  information, never a subject in 
communication” (Ibid. 392). The walls of  the jail cells allow neither communica-
tion between comrades, nor the viewing of  their own jailers; escape is (almost) 
never possible (Ibid.). This invisibility Foucault regards as the force that cre-
ates order, as it shifts prisoner communication away from plotting escape and 
towards solace in the present circumstances (Ibid.). The Panopticon, as its most 
fi nal consequence, produces “in the inmate, a state of  conscious and permanent 
visibility that assures the automatic functioning of  power” (Ibid. 397).

The Panopticon, in its assurance of  the self-regulation of  its prisoners 
where one could always be under watch (Ibid.), is inherently similar to the monu-
ment upon the body, through the latter’s regulation by Halacha , through its 
designation of  memory keeping, through its ability to always remind one of  
Jewishness. Thus, even failure to be Jewish works to regulate and maintain a form 
of  Jewishness, a monitoring of  non-Judaic value and thought. Jacobs concludes, 
similarly, that circumcision maintains a Halachic disposition because Adonai 
“sealed his name upon the limbs of  the Israelites,” giving ownership of  the child 
both to the Jewish Priests and the Rabbis (Jacobs, The Body As Property, 165-
6). For this reason, the circumcised penis may be conceptualized similarly to the 
Panopticon because it inherently fulfi lls the same purpose: memory, control and 
power. By having memory inscribed in the form of  a set of  rules, the circum-
cised subject is always reminded of  their being a subject of  power and social 
control; as Jacobs states, circumcision acted to inscribe the destiny of  the world 
upon the body (Ibid.). Therefore, the circumcised penis is not only panoptic, but 
may be termed the Panopti-cock. 

This Panopti-cock works in the Diaspora to engage with ritual, without 
the necessity of  community, as it “dissoci[ates] the see/being seen dyad…one 
is totally seen, without ever seeing (Foucault 394). The Panopti-cock functions 
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through a gaze that may be interpreted as coming from either Adonai or a (con-
ceptual) Jewish community. Clarifi ed, the guilt that abounds from not following 
Halacha may be due to the shame of  forfeiting culture or of  disappointing Ado-
nai, but does not require a specifi c belief  in Adonai, as much as it does a fear of  
Jewish failure.

Here, the spiritual power takes hold partially due to the secrecy of  the 
rarely seen body part that is generally rendered invisible by clothing. However, 
so long as one can gaze upon, feel, or remember the penis, even if  it is generally 
hidden, it retains this power. It is precisely by such a process that Foucault states 
that the Panopticon can be used “to alter behavior, to train or correct individu-
als” (Ibid. 398). Accordingly, Foucault goes on to state that this is not merely 
a prison, but that panopticism is a direct form of  power engagement that can 
be used in everything from schools to hospitals, “whenever one is dealing with 
a multiplicity of  individuals on whom a task or a particular form of  behavior 
must be imposed” (Ibid. 401). This is why Zoe Detsi-Diamanti, Katerina Kisi-
Mitakaou, and Effi e Yainopoulou conclude in The Future of  Flesh: A Cultural 
Survey of  the Body, that body modifi cation may “imply control over one’s body” 
either in promotion or rejection of  governing strategies (3). One could imagine 
how this specifi c type of  power relation is used to ensure that the circumcised 
penis allocates certain Jewish-based ideals and rules to be followed. The Panopti-
cock reproduces, more than anything else, these specifi c power relations through 
the manifestation of  a phantom Jewish community that resides in one’s penis.

The Panopti-cock has one other unique function. Not only does it unite 
Jewish communities, prescribe memory through its keeping, and act as a virtual 
monitoring force, but it does all this while being local, as in, defi ned to a body 
or a site. By virtue of  being attached to a mobile body, however, the monument 
is also mobile, so it may travel between nations and communities. This mobility 
from one locus to the next allows for the monument to always be used in the 
application of  differing messages or potentials.

Despite the specifi c function of  the Panopti-cock, it may therefore take 
on distinct attributes as its meaning is constructed by different populaces in dif-
ferent contexts. If  one is to be in a Jewish community, then the viewing of  an 
uncircumcised penis may be more startling, and more alerting to one’s senses 
than the opposite. It is contextual panopticism: a consistently changing, ever 
different ideological platform that operates to maintain and remind of  Jewish 
memory, culture and power. Power just as much as a stone is engraved, so here 
is the body. Despite surgical possibilities, it is not something that one can ‘grow’ 
back. In this way, it truly stands a monument, ‘permanently’ marking the body 
with an ideological device that, like any other monument, is held to different 
contexts by different peoples. 

Gentile interpretations of  the Panopti-cock have yet to be brought into 
discourse for this very reason. It is not because they may not carry similar his-
tories, but because it would be in vain of  the paper’s approach primarily, as a 
discussion of  Jews looking at Jewish penises. However, this does present the 
opportunity to discuss the racial limitations of  this procedure, as this method 
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of  Jews recognizing Jewish penises is based upon the supposed ability to recog-
nize a Jewish circumcision from that of  others. Moreover, Jews whose appear-
ance is not considered to look ‘Jewish’ may not be read as such, and gentiles 
who do look ‘Jewish,’ may be interpreted as Jewish, triggering the power of  the 
Panopti-cock. However, this power may only be utilized through a distinct form 
of  psychic racism which continually judges whether one looks “Jewish” enough. 
While these alternative situations present challenges, since it is the Jew’s viewing 
that determines the totem’s power, it does not dilute the role of  the circumci-
sion. Rather these viewings may make the Panopti-cock’s role stronger, for it is 
a symbol whose meaning has been historically reinforced by anti-Semitism, and 
its growth amongst those who have been the foremost oppressor of  the Jewish 
people, namely Christians, only continues this tradition (Nirenberg). With its 
ability to guard memory, and monitor community through its delineation of  the 
sacred, it may produce am articulation of  power that can be described as seem-
ingly panoptic. Thus, Durkheim’s totemic and Foucault’s Panoptic objects may 
be one in the same.  

POSTSCRIPT

What does this analysis bring to future studies of  monuments and mem-
ory? It can result, certainly, in the discussion of  the circumcision as memory, 
monument and monitor, but further, it leads to the deconstruction of, to the 
loosening of  binds around, what a monument is and can be. As for the Panopti-
cock, what it yields is not that Jews are prisoners in some post-modern jail, but 
that through the application of  Foucauldian panopticism, the very relations of  
the totem are exposed. With this knowledge, one must reconsider how commu-
nal relations are infl uenced through their relatedness to such sources of  panoptic 
power; for they may manifest the potentiality that these carvings exhibit com-
munal remembrance upon the individual’s body. 

Panopticism that celebrates these remembrances differs from the seem-
ingly bleak imagery that panopticism typically is conceptualized to offer. Such 
an interpretation of  panoptic potentials may offer more to Judaism than prison 
allegories. Alterations in who is watching may evidence most these potentials. If  
Adonai is the guard, then that is who is controlling the regulatory gaze. Here is 
offered the opportunity to always imagine oneself  in the sight/site of  god. Other 
such opportunities appear when one gazes upon the penis, for if  done correctly, 
this act may even be rewarded; if  a couple has sex on Shabbat, for instance, it is 
said that it is not just a Mitzvah, but a double Mitzvah (Isaacs). Further, as phallic 
imagery is deployed through many forms of  sexual relations, sex may serve as 
site to embrace Jewish memory. What, then, does it mean to conceive using the 
Panopti-cock? Would this act be the deployment of  the Panopti-cock to maintain 
itself ?  Could it give way to landscapes from which to carve out monuments?  
Could the continued embracement of  the monument further the Jewish monu-
mental obsession? Could it be monuments creating monuments? Questions like 
these cannot be answered within the scope of  this paper, but they should be in-
vestigated in future studies that embrace a panoptic relation as that which offers 
not merely regulation but potential for joy and beyond.
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These conceptions of  Judaism place a great emphasis upon the penis, 
which implicates Judaism in possibly forgetting the roles of  those with vaginas 
in maintenance of  culture and community. If  Judaism does indeed revolve solely 
around the penis, it may hint at social relations that take infl uence from phal-
locentrism. While Judaism does make room for women with penises, as well as 
genders outside of  the Western binary, including several that could have been 
circumcised, phallocentrism still provides suggestions of  the bioregions more 
or less valued and the bodies to which those are most often attached (Kukla). 
Further, it is worth in the future researching the ways in which a sort of  phal-
locentric trope may be integrated into other areas of  Judaic thought and ritual.  

Moreover, the scope of  this paper does not claim to be an exhaustive 
survey of  Jewish memory or its ascription to the body, but rather to invite the 
investigation of  other sites that one could look to for such monitoring, which 
might include the Shitel, the B’nai Mitzvah ceremonies, and the Mikvah. The Mik-
vah is unique, due to its many uses (after menstruation, pre-marriage, spiritual 
health, Jewish conversion), but as well for how it has been utilized recently for 
ceremonies for gender confi rmation post-transition (Strassfi eld). Rituals, such as 
those for gender confi rmation, may be a space in which the circumcised genitals 
are put into contact with new forms of  ceremony and memory keeping, creat-
ing new landscapes and at once, also providing for the formation of  former 
landscapes that were previously erased. This offers a site in which to write new 
Jewish narratives. 

This paper has tried to deconstruct the (post)modern monument, expos-
ing the different power relations that exist between the subject/object. These 
relations act through totemic and panoptic forces which serve to regulate com-
munities and inscribe memory upon bodies. Within the context of  the post-
modern body as “vulnerable and ever changing heap of  assembled parts,” this 
monument stands to have “the power to intervene in cultural practices and per-
ceptions across the world” (Detsi-Diamanti, Kitsē -Mytakou, & Yiannopoulou 7). 
It breaks down essentialized notions, acting as a discursive and disruptive “site 
of  transformation and reinscription of  the natural through incorporation of  
the technological” (Ibid. 6). In consequence, the deconstruction of  the monu-
ment as category exposes its potential for greater cultural and political strife. 
This analysis will hopefully prove exemplary, exposing methods to deconstruct 
panoptic relations, creating new potentialities situated at the intersections of  
theological belief  and the power of  memory, regulation and culture.  
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